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Out of the tens of thousands of
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BEFORE THE FIRE STARTS
Chief Russell Preaches Gospel Of Fire Prevention
— Unused Buildings Our Greatest Hazard

LET’S HAVE ACTION!
[EJi/orial]

With the signs all set for Republican return to power in the
approaching municipal election no party candidate has been de
veloped for the mayoralty nomination, and the leaders have every
appearance of being asleep at the switch. This does not mean
that possible candidates have not been approached on the matter;
on the contrary eight or ten have been asked if they would con
sider a nomination. The answer has been in the negative, and
interested Republicans who wish to see a favorable forerunner
to the next County and State campaign are brushed aside with
that old bromide “Let the City Committee do it. The writer
who has served as chairman of a city committee, and who has
been through many strenuous campaigns never considered this to
be the City Committee’s duty, and on the contrary, knows that
such an attempt upon the City Committee’s part has been severely
frowned upon in the past.
The Democrats, sadly disorganized, have talked half-heart
edly of two candidates, and there has been a recurrence of the talk
of forcing Mayor Leforest A. Thurston to accept a third nomina
tion with Republican endorsement. Mayor Thurston has stated
positively that he will not run again, and is not to be blamed for
sticking to that decision. His endorsement by the Republican
party two years ago nearly disrupted that organization, hut the
wound has nearly healed, and the Republicans are in a fine posi
tion to nominate and elect a Mayor and City Council . En
dorsement of Mayor Thurston, with all respect to his calibre and
record, would be a sad blow to Republican prospects next year.
The Republicans want a good, substantial candidate of their
own; it would mean not only a return to the fold of many who
have been voting the Democatic ticket, but voluntary support on
the part of many Democrats. Let’s have that or nothing.
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THIS MORNING’S FIRE
One Car Destroyed, One Badly Damaged In
Narragansett Hotel Garage Fire

Madellne Link' °f
Volumes of smoke arising at the i salesman; and an uninsured ChevroThe gospel of fire prevention is i own accord if there is no rubbish or
rear of the Narragansett at 1 40 this l let, owned by Irl Hooper, son-in-law
Bellaire Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. being preached this week and every j other combustible material to ignite.
«>rnnri nrizp winner
morning gave early arrivals visions of [ of Proprietor Donohue. The former
seiec.eu as secona prize winner week by Van E. Russell, vigilant chief!80™ kinds of waste maWria1' howa possible conflagration on the eve of . was destroyed, but the latter was
/ever, ignite spontaneously,
received $250 in cash. Third I
i of Rockland’s fire department. Chief
fire prevention week. The department1 damaged badly.
______________________________ place and $125 went to Dorothy L. J“‘
......... ——r-1 check up on your heating equipConnet, of 2946 East 29th street, Russe11 15 a staunch believer that the ! ment you wiir shortly start
: put In a busy hour in that congested j The fire apparently caught on the
1 Kansas City, Missouri, while the |time to curb a big fire is before il ' this as cold weather approaches. See
i district and the blaze was nipped in i inside of tihe building, but in what
Ambition ls the germ from
starts through elimination of all pos-,
s{Oves antj heaters are set up on
’ the bud.
| manner Chief Engineer Van Russell
fourth
prize
of
$75
was
awarded
to
which all growth of nobleness
The burning structure was a garage i is at loss to say. He made a very
substantial bases away from walls.
proceeds—T D English.
••• Mrs. Mary Dailey, of 4835 Forty-third
| owned by M. Frank Donohue, pro-1 thorough Inspection, but found nothMake sure that smoke pipes are clean,
street Woodside. Long Island.
I prietor of Hotel Rockland, and at the ing to indicate the origin of the fire.
in good repair, securely supported
: moment contained two motor cars, an He estimates Che damage to the gaand
at
least
a
foot
from
woodwork
or
Snooks (fiercely)—Do you mean to
UNICAMERAL LEGISLATURE
insured Dodge belonging to B. L.' rage at about $200. covered by lncombustible material. If you have
call me a liar, sir?
I Coleman of Portland, a traveling j surance
Brooks—That is the construction
an oil burner, have it cleaned before
A new book, "Unicameral Legisla
which suggests itself in connection ture," written and compiled by Ev
starting it up this fall.
with the observation I addressed to
When you are up in the attic and
erett Phoenix Smith, principal of
down in the cellar look at your chim
you
Snooks (mollified)—All right. I Leavitt Institute, Turner Center is
ney. See if the mortar has begun to
accept your apology. But I allow no iust off the press. This new work
Reduced Production, Labor Eldest Son Of Gov. Lewis O.
fall but between the bricks. If the
man to insult me.—Royal Arcanum will be used by many Maine debat
chimney shows any signs of weak
Costs, Freight Rates and
Barrows Fatally Injured In
ing teams this year as a basis of their
Bulletin.
ness have it repaired. Also have
Auto Accident
Taxes Are Responsible
scholastic arguments.
Nearly 171
the chimney cleaned if this has not
pages of this book are composed of ;
been done recently. Look over all the
Robert Barrows. 19-year-old son of
"Complaints of New York restau
GRANGE FAIR
quotations from the remarks of Sen- j
cords on portable electric equipment,
rant proprietors and Kosher meat the Governor of Maine and a stu
St. George
etor Roy L. Pernald of Winterport, j
reading lamps, toasters, electric irons,
dealers about the price of meats dent at William college was killed
which were delivered by him on the
Wednesday, October 6
and other appliances. Replace them
Afternoon and Evening
floor of the Maine Senate on March ,
if they become the least worn or
fail to take into consideration sev and three other Williams students
SUPPER AND DANCE
26, 1935
frayed. Make sure that all the elec
eral pertinent facts,” according to were seriously injured ln an automo
118-119
tric fuses, in the fuse box of your j
a statement by Robert H. Cabell, bile accident near Pittsfield, Muss.
______________________wiring system are new ones. The
president of Armour Company. "The Sunday. Young Barrows suffered a
Rotted,
Clear
Cow
Manure
„1 fuse is the "safety valve” of the house
FOR SALE
Chief
Van E. Russell,
who ™in«
first of these Is that the volume of ! fractured skull, He never recovered
X Engineer
X'.I co-operation
in preand flres are
>^ely
Slxty-six Hereford CatUe—one-hall $5 a cord delivered within 5 miles;
meat moving from the nation's farms j consciousness.
$6 if spread
Heifers and one-half Steers; weight
to result from the wiring if these are
venting fires
and ranches into consumptive chan
406 pounds up; to arrive Oct. 7.
The students were returning to
Rose Hill Farm
in proper condition. Instead of get
C. M. BURGESS
nels is about as small as it has been Williams College from New York
TEL. 292-R
OWL’S HEAD. ME. sible hazards and causes of traveling ting a new fuse when one blows out,
Telephone 6-4
Union Maine
R. L. EMERY
in our lifetime, and the second is that where they had attended the Co
some people put a penny behind the
118-125
fires.
all of the costs incident to the pro lumbia-Williams football game Sat
The worst local danger in the eyes old fuse. This practice invites fires
cessing and distributing of meat urday.
of Chief Russell, is the all too nu and ls much too prevalent. I know a
including packing house labor rates,
Police said they believed the driver
merous unused wooden dwellings, i fire inspector Who keeps himself ln
U J
D
*
D
.
p
TL
J U
barns and business structures. He cigars with the pennies and other I hey Had 3 IxOVlIlg KepOI*ter LVeil 1 hell, and He freight rates, taxes etc., are at just fell asleep on the highway (Route 20)
about an all time high.
between Lenox and Pittsfield. The
has found a majority of the property coins he takes out of fuse boxes,
Meat prices necessarily reflect car turned over twice and was de
owners most helpful in his drive to Instruct your family in what to do
these conditions; they are beyond molished.
remove such menaces, or at least in case of a fire. Every member
human control and it seems to me
Barrows and his companions were
firmly close the unused buildings so i should know how to call the fire dethat for restaurants to stop serving taken to St. Luke’s Hospital, where
vagrants and mischief bent boys can- partment. which is best summoned by
The article that follows is taken, would make thirty miles square, meat or for meat markets to close is
the Maine chief executive’s son died
not gain access. The city govern- j an alarm box. Even where there may from the diary of the late Richard C. | which territory, by the way was inan ill-advised policy which cannot an hour later.
ment has been most co-operative and ; be a telephone It is often quicker to Hall. former prominent Rockland eluded in the later grant by Charles
be helpful in any particular but
Young Barrows was a freshman at
several of the worst danger spots run down to the corner of the street business man and well-known in II in 1664 to the Duke of York,
which, on the contrary, can be very Williams and was a pledge of Delta
have been condemned and removed.' and pull the box. The fire may have public office, which he filled with pf all the province between the Peharmful not alone to the men who Upsilcn fraternity. He was a fre
It is a slow process however and the 1 put the telephone service out of corn- piuch ability. The article is loaned 1 nobscot and Sagadahoc rivers, which
are m business but also to the
I con- quent vLsltor In Camden and Rockchief asks the aid of every citizen mission and valuable time will be for publication in this naper by his was organized into the county of sinners.
where the tragic news came as a
in abating this danger from unused wasted. In calling by telephone.; daughter. Mrs. Sarah Hall Herrick of Cornwall with a capital at Pemaquid.
It must not be forgotten that we great shock.
buildings.
I simply tell the operator “Emergency. Newton. Mass., and Rockland:
St. Georges at this time was merely have had
ye#rs of unprece.
More fires come from the combina- Fire." An immediate connection will |
....
a hunting and fishing station of little dented drouth whlch ?reatly reduced
tion of defective chimneys and wood be promptly made with Central Fire
importance.
OLD THOMASTON
the supply of feeds necessary for
shingles than from any one cause. Station. Be sure and tell the man
• • • •
producing livestock The herds and
During the past 11 months Rockland answering the phone the exact locaHer People and Homes.
In 1719 President Leverett. the flocks fell off in numbers to the low
had 98 fires from this source alone tion of the fire, street and number, Resume of Her History and Romanre- great grandson of Beauchamp's part est figures in our recent history. Daniel Chick Elected Presi
ller Shipbuilding.
with loss, where damage resulted.
A public drill will be given by the
dent — Absent Members
ner. became proprietor of the Mus The reduction in crops was evident
running from $15 to $269.25. Mod- department at 5.45 Wednesday night,
congus grant, and projected extensive r.ot alone In the number of livestock
Come In For Thought
Corner of Slain and Limerock Streets, on Dee. 30, 1917
The other Monday morning the K.
ern fuels tend to impair chimneys Box 43.
settlements. He associated with him coming to market but also in the
!
<k.
L.
train
came
to
a
halt
in
front
of
PROTECT YOURSELF WITH
not built especially for their use
The Goago Class of the First Bap
thirty men among whom were Jona- I quality of the animals and there Is
the former ’lodge’’ to Knox's estate,
and Chief Russell urges all property
than and Cornelius Waldo of Boston, at present a very wide spread be tist Church met last Thursday night
now the station house at Thomaston,
owners to have the chimneys cleaned
and the heir of Gov. Phips and tween the best grades of meat and for election of officers and social
and our scribe stepping upon the
annually and urges that the work be
erected two block houses with a cov those which show less quality. This
hour. Tlie newly elected officers
done by competent men whose names Merritt, Chapman & Scott platform grasped the flesh of "Doc ered way to the waterside upon what
very week top cattle on the Chicago
Walker,
whose
genial
smile
made
us
he will cheerfully supply.
Make Lowest Offer For feel as if we'd always lived in the is now known as the site of the Knox market cost as much at $19.90 per were duly initiated, and two new
Many serious fires originate from
were
admitted—Kent
mansion. The erection of this fort hundred, live weight evidence of the members
As well as Fire Insurance from a similar loss to
Deer Isle Bridge Job >
"Pride of the Georges river."
discarded cigarettes in pool rooms,
angered the Indians who were, too, scarcity of high grade beef animals. Stanley and Alton Perry.
pay the necessary maintenance during the pe
A
drive
through
the
streets
of
rest rooms etc. and the department
Incited by the French, and for some
"The general level of cattle prices
Ansel Young and Maynard Amps
Lowest bids totaling $818,615 for Thomaston, even in a chill November
riod of reconstruction.
urges that owners of such places in
years there was constant war be Ls much lower and while there ls no were In charge of the evening's ac
spect them very carefully before the construction of the sub-structure morning is pleasing. The lofty elms tween the natives and the whites.
Don’t Delay This Important Coverage
abundance of the medium grade tivities. Reels of film taken by Dick
closing for the night. A careful in and the super-strucure of the Deer spreading their interlacing branches
Samuel Waldo later arranged the meats, there is nevertheless a fairly Snow during the past summer, show
,
over
the
broad
thoroughfares
suggest
spection is made periodically of Main Isle-Sedgwick Bridge were received
„ , , .
,
.,
difficulties of the Muscongus patent ample supply and restaurant pro ing trips to Monhegan. Mt. Battle,
the beautiful shade of mid-summer
street
premises for rubbish accumuINSURANCE
Saturday at the office of the 6tate whUe
substantiai homes of the in England so well that he was given prietors who show a bit of ingenuity Augusta Air Meet and other matters
tions. but in spite of this inflammable Highway Commission.
j ‘ Cap-ns" for every other man ln town for his service one-half of the patent, can continue to serve wholesome, pal of interest were greatly enjoyed by
All Forms
material will pile up and in the in
Officials
said
that
approximately
is a “Cap’n" bear witness to the finan- which was set off in 1732. and he aft atable meats in ways that will be sat the group.
TEL. 556-R
425 MAIN STREET
TEL. 98
terest of fire safety, such deposits
erwood became owner of five-sixths isfactory to their patrons pending
In looking over the class roll it waq
$110,000 additional would have to be cjaj solidity of the place,
should be promptly carted away.
of the entire land. To his energy the the time when this year's good crops noted that absent members were:
expended
in
construction
of
the
iprej!
we
always
held
to
the
opinion
that
In addition to the 98 preventable
town of Thomaston owes much. He result in a larger supply and better John Blethen, U. of M; Richard
chimney fires Rockland had 11 auto ect bringing the total costs to $928 - there are few places in Maine in Induced the Incoming of large num quality of meat.
Srow, Wheaton (Ill.) College; Robert
mobile fires and 18 grass fires which, 615. Funds provided from all sources which a happier vacation might be bers of Scotch Irish in 1736 at
"The Kosher meat situation ls no Gregory. Boston Business College;
total
$950,000.
Federal
authorities
passed
than
in
this
democratically
in the main, could have been pre
Georges river and in 1740 founded different from the meat situation in
Carlton Gregory P.B.I., Providence:
vented through the exercising of a who extended a grant of $315,000 to aristocratic town,
the present town of Waldoboro, by general. It ls an old trick to talk Alfred Staples, Eastern Baptist Theo
the State estimated that $1,020,000
The Houses of Thomaston
little care.
the settling of forty families of Ger boycott when prices are high, but
logical Seminary; Maurice McKusick,
The nation's fire loss the past year would (be necessary to construct the
While not ambitious as a rule in mans at Broad Bay.
—WITH A—
boycotts do not Increase the amount Boston Radio School;
Cleveland
was $380.000 000, a staggering sum. bridge.
In
1762
with
returning
peace,
the
1 their exterior, are to an unusual de
of meat available nor affect the cost Morey. Diesel Engineering School,
Low bidders were Merritt-Chap-1
yet only a fraction of the huge losses
gree in so small a town, elegantly and first framed dwelling house was built of producing meat. If the Kosher Alfred Greenlaw. Hartford. Conn.;,
which were recorded before the peo man and Scott of New York for the luxuriously furnished and decorated, and then ensued a great season of dealers are well advised they will do
and Walter Staples. CMP. Co.,
substructure with $358,765 and the
ple became fire prevention conscious.
and their inmates, whose wealth in prosperity during which lime was the best they can in the circum
Belfast. They are all greatly missed
Rockland's fire loss has not been ex Phonex* Bridge Co. of Phonexville, many instances, exceeds $100,000. and burned and farming followed while stances and make every effort to hold
by the teacher, Mr. MacDonald and
Penn., with $459,850 for the super
Twin Electric Ignition—Two electro'des, one on
cessive—88 cents per capita, yet it
in some cases approaches $2,000,000, the population was constatntly in their trade for the days when a more classmates.
structure.
each side of hearth giving assurance of instantaneous
can be still further reduced by care
are. while well-educated and refined, creased by the Income of hardy fami
The new officers follow: Teacher,
Bonds of $490,000 will be sold by far removed from the shoddy snobblsm lies from the mother land and from liberal supply is available.
and thoughtfulness.
ignition of oil each time burner starts.
“Meat ls man's best food and the Rev. J. C. MacDonald; president,
the
Bridge
Authority,
under
an
act
Rockland has a capable, well
which so often exists where In abund the south.
public gets too little meat for its Daniel Chick: vice president, Gerald
Timken oil burner is entirely self contained within
trained, earnest fire department and passed by the Legislature last winter. ance sheckels are found. The young
In 1767 Wessaweskeag, South own health. Malnutrition and un
Beverage: secretary. Russell RackRecently the 'Governor and Execu men of Thomaston, like those of so Thomaston was first settled and
i its personnel joins the chief in urg
the boiler.
dernourishment would be greatly liff; treasurer, Roy Joyce; social
tive
Council
guaranteed
$145,000
from
ing all citizens to call 434 in case of
many of our shipping centers in speedily prospered with Its milling alleviated if twice as much meat
Timken has no nozzle. Oil is delivered to the
committee, Earl Bickmore and Kent
discovery of even the smallest fire. the contingent fund to complete the Maine, largely leave home in youth and ship building Industries although were available. Certainly It would
Stanley; librarian, Maynard Ames;
hearth through a series of fuel tubes of sufficient
Always call the department before appropriations for the project.
either for sea or to swell the crowds frequent incursions by the Indians be a grave injustice to consumers to
reporter, Kenneth Hooper.
Max
L.
Wilder,
bridge
engineer,
bore that clogging or interruption in service is prac
of manufacturing cities, but the kept the people ever ready for alarm. do anything which would interfere
j even trying to extinguish the blaze.
said
bids
would
be
awarded
as
soon
as
History tells that a bride from Bos with the distribution of meat and
Always investigate an odor of smoke
young ladies remain at home and
tically unheard of.
My dear chap, a thousand years is
j and if In doubt, call the department the bonds are sold. On three previ give the old town a Wide spread repu ton who had two silk dresses which the efforts of everyone in the indus
nothing to a geologist."
The Timken Burner is NOT a pressure type
1 and let its trained men Investigate ous occasions bids received were con tation for feminine beauty. In our she wore to church was immediately try—retailers.
packers,
livestock
"Heavens! And I lent one a fiveburner. Oil is delivered to the boiler by a rotating
j for you. Frequently a serious fire sidered too high by authorities.
hasty visit we had not much oppor lowered in the estimation of the other growers, should be directed toward
spot the other day! "—Chelsea Rec
Other
bridge
bids
received
were:
ladies
who
had
no
silk
dresses,
but,
tunity
to
investigate
this
latter
mat

]
may
give
little
warning
of
its
pres

plate completely mixing air and atomized oil and
producing a more abundant supply at ord.
ence until it is well advanced. The Wyman and Simpson, Inc.. Augusta, ter but from the specimens we saw as they claimed, much more Christian lower cost so that people might eat
gasifying this mixture at the chrome steel hearth rim.
fact that Rockland's fire lass was $671,243 for the Kittery Point Bridge, are disposed to believe public repu humility!
more meat.
Here complete combustion is attained which entirely
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
small the past year is largely due to and P. E. Susi and Co., Pittsfield. tation to be true.
During the Revolution
"Present price levels of average
eliminates chimney deposits.
$6,763
for
the
Davis
Bridge
in
Exeter.
In
the
year
1605
the
Archangel,
the fact that a majority of the 190
The people were intensely patriotic grades while indicative of the re IfT had my life to live again I would
The bridge trustees met yesterday capt. Waymouth, with whom was
calls answered were turned in by
Timkens stack control givese complete safety,
duced supply, are not out of line have made a rule to read some poetry
alert citizens while the fire was in afternoon at the office of Percy T. Rosier the chronicler of the expedi and roughly treated all tories. In with the national income and with and listen to some music at least once
shutting burner off in 60 to 90 seconds in event tank
a week The loss of these tastes Is a
1789
Gen
Peleg
Wadsworth,
the
its incipient stage. Those first few Clarke, attorney for the Bridge Dis tion. explored the Georges river, and
'oss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
maternal grandfather of Longfellow, wages currently paid in industry.
should run dry or there should be an interruption in
trict.
for
the
purpose
of
consider

a
cross
by
Rosier
was
planted,
it
Is
minutes are all important.
This
is
a
time
for
husbanding
of
A BALLAD OF TREES AND THF
electric service.
In recapitulation Chief Russell ing and passing a resolution author conjectured near the site of the occupied for his headquarters as resources and making the best of a
MASTER
General for Maine, a house on Wads
izing
the
publication
and
sale
of
the
Knox
mansion.
Into the woods my Master went.
makes these suggestions for all homes
situation brought about by nature. Clean
The board of fire underwriters has proclaimed oil
worth
street.
forspent, forspent.
bonds of the district in the amount
In 1622 when Monhegan was perand places of business.
Into the woods my Master came
to be the safest fuel—due to the fact that it is always
In 1776 the upper plahtation of St. It Is not a time which calls for Ill- Forspent
with love and shame.
manently settled, Thomaston was the
Go over the whole house, up ln the Of $490,000.
advised action which cannot possibly But the olives
they were not blind to
Georges
was
incorporated
into
the
under complete control—a thermostat which main
him;
attic, ln closets, down in the cellar, Originally the bridge act provided hunting ground of the Wawenock
help anyone and on the contrary Is
town
of
Warren,
so-called
from
the
‘
.h
tIe
g
.
r
ay
’
£
ays wer<’ klnd ,o him;
tains room temperature within very small limits and
and all out-of-the-way places, and a bond issue of $385,000, but the autti- Indians and the now open fields
The thorn-tree had a mind to him
hero of Bunker Hill, and in 1777 the liable to penalize many."
tilck
forests
Whei
into
the
woods
he came
remove
all
rubbish
and
needless
ac

a boiler or furnace control which entirely eliminates
were rarely penetrated by the white easterly part of Warren was annexed
cumulations
of
things
to
burn.
Promade
at
the
special
session
of
the
Tommy
was
home
after
his
first
Out
of
the
woods
my
Master
went.
the possibility of overheated furnaces or boilers.
And he was well content.
man.
The council of Plymouth in to east St. Georges and the township day at school.
! vide metal cans to hold debris. This Maine Legislature last December,
Out
of
the
woods
my
Master
came
resulting called Thomaston, so called
is one of the most useful fire preven- The entire issue will be offered for 1630 among many land grants gave
'Well, dear,’ ' asked his mother. content with death and shame.
from General John Thomas who was
Wben^eath antl shamc w°uld wo® hltn
[tion measures you can carry out. sale to the highest bidder at the to Beauchamp and Leverett the Mus
"What
did they teach you?"
sent by Congress to take command
under the trees they drew hint
, Carelessly
discarded
"smokes,” i office of the State Highway Commis- congus Patent, which included the of Montgomery's army in Canada.
“Not much," said Tommy sadly. From last
;
“
21 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 730
matches, or sparks from stoves or -------- ------------------------------------- -- - territory between the Muscongus and
"I've got to go back tomorrow."— Twas on a tree they slew him—last
When
out
of
the
woods
he
came.
Penobscot Rivers and so far north as
furnaces, will often go out of their
(Continued on Page Two;
American Boy.
(Continued on Page Suu
—Sidney Lanleg

rn’T^n’&1874‘the^ CouTler ^tab* ' Of 8500 in Cash
lished and consolidated with the Gazette 1135
In 1882 The Free Press was established ,
In 1855 end In 1891 changed IU name to was
the Tribune. These papers consolidated and
March ’7. 1897.
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Why Meat Is High
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THREE-TIM1S-A-WEF.K

God, be thou merciful to me a
sinner—Luke 18:13.

Famous Paintings

ROCKLAND LOST AGAIN

Underwood Lost

LINNELL CANDIDATE IN ’40

iiiiHiiiiiiiiimiiiiHiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiii iimi munimtn minimin mini,

PERRY’S

Showing What It Cost To

With Roy Fernald and Cong. Smith Also Probably
Seeking the Governorship

To Be Seen By the Maine

Stand For Principle in the
Kian Days
Edhoi of The Courier-Gazette:—
When I look about and see the
shape the world is in today—yes.
even my own country—and notice the'
crime and unrest, is it any wonder I
that the younger generation asks.
"Does it pay to stand for a principle i
and do right?”
I was talking to a young man the
other day who told me that he had
! decided there was "nothing to it;"
|
trying to do what was right did

But Matheson’s Boys Made a Most Creditable
Showing Against Dexter

WEDNESDAY SPECIALS!

Displaying a
stub sized gathering a brilliant exhibition
If I were going into a political pool, and cne from Sagadahoc, Aroostook
born defence that sev of line play was easily the outstand
here are three propositions I would was for him. so were Washington.
eral times halted Rock ing feature of the afternoon. Rawductive Form
like a ticket on:
Penobscot. Piscataquis. Waldo. Flankland running attacks in lay also made a sensational run.
That there will be no opposition, or lin, Oxford, York. Knox. Cumber
The Rockland line was noticeably,
Orono. Oct.—A traveling collection worthwhile opposition, to the renomi
its own territory, the N.
land. Lincoln, and cne in Sagadahoc.
weak
on offence and failed to check
of colored reproductions of famous 1 nation of Gov. Lewis O. Barrows in
H Fay High School football team
That is to cover the State pretty
Its opponents long enough for the
of
Dexter
earned
a
well
earned
13
paintings is to be circulated through the .Republican primaries;
well.
If the Portland man can do
to 7 victory over Rockland High at backfield to get its running attack
That Senator Roy D Fernald will as well running for Governor as he
the state for exhibition by schools
underway. On numerous occasions'
Community Park Saturday after
and clubs, according to the announce not be a candidate for nomination for , did on this occasion, so far as
noon. The defeat was the second the Rockland backs were stopped
Governor in 1938 but may be in 1940; geography goes I mean, there would
ment of Prof. J. H. Huddilston, head
suffered by the locals this season, behind the line of scrimmage as the i
That former Councillor William S ' be no doubt of his nomination. There
Dexter linemen, chief among whom
of the department of the history of Linnell will be a candidate for Re- is no doubt but what Mr Linnell was
but it was inability on their own part
not get him anywhere. I was re- to capitalize on numerous scoring w$re Robinson and Gordon, were
fine arts at the University of Maine. publican nomination for Governor in much encouraged by the vote he re- '
_ JAG
rainaed of what a man once told his chances that cost them the ball breaking through to spill the Rock
ceived at Augusta.
The 30 pictures, the gift of the 1940
land
ball
carrier
in
his
tracks.
In saying that Mr Linnell and scn. "Get money, get it honestly if game.
There is. of course, some talk about
Carnegie Corporation to the Univer
While Robinson. Crouse and Gor
Dexter on the other hand made
Senator Fernald are going to run for you can. but get it anyway."
opposition
in
the
primaries
to
the
re

don were the stars for the winners i
sity are accompanied by cards of
nomination of Gov. Barrows. The ] Governor, in 1940. I did not of course
It ir said that “money is the root the most of its scoring opportunities ! Billings. Skinner LaCrosse Karl and
comment giving about each painting
its CaPtain Rawley looked good for the losers
name of Blln W. Page of Skowhegan intend to convey the impression that nf all evil” but if the word "power" jand being led by lts
AGED
information not found in the usual, who ran against Mr. Barrows two i they were to be the only candidates. I, added I think It would be com-ICrous* an e,uslve and hard runnirg
JUST RIGHT
The
summary:
handbook on art. Local libraries will' years ago is frequently heard in that They will not of course. It is cur
plete.
However, I believe that back pushed over a touchdown in
Dexler—Bullard le. Otto It. Brann
a2d anoth" in the
co-operate by exhibiting available, connection. There are many people rently reported that Attorney General many persons are willing to stand for ‘the flrat
published material on the history of in the State who think Mr Page Franz U. Burkett has his mind on what they think Is right regardless second' with the DexUr 1<‘ad<‘r con- ig Rcblnson c, Briggs rg. Gordon j-t.
■ tributing several long runs and scor- Sr.mpson re. Crouse qb. Prescott fb.
would ir.ake a good Governor as the the Governor s chair and Representa of sacrifice.
art.
both markers. Skinner scored Cookson rh, Seavey lh.
Several clubs interested in adult [ vote he received in the primaries of tive Clyde H. Smith has said that he
An outstanding Governor, talking ing
Mruiiriarin « nniu im ,z-rifirvvx/rv
touchdown, rninav.
climax- i Rockland—Huntley le. Gray It,
education and schools wishing so 1936 showed, but while I have not plans to run for Governor in 1940 to a group of young men. said. “Any- *ockl«n<J's
bring to their students a glimpse of talked with him on the subject in re So there you are. There may be others one who climbs by doing wrong to in« a ^stained drive from
__ its own 35- Bergren lg. Duff c. Anderson rg. Lafatlure. though it jyard 1!ne' with a *yaK* sprint Crosse rt. Hanley re, Rawley qb. Karl
the aesthetic creations of the ages cent months, the best information end there maj’ be some eliminations arother, makes
have already indicated a desire to that I can get from those who have before the bell rings for the entrants may look like a success at the time.” i around his own right end. carrying fb. Billings rh. Skinner lb.
three would-be Dexter tacklers over
avail themselves of this extension seen him is that he has no idea of to start down the stretch.
I find what I wish to express In the '
Touchdowns—Crouse 2 Skinner 1.
—Fred K Owen in the Portland article on the life of Oscar Under- Ij the goal line with him. Karl conservice of the University. The Nee- trying it again next June.
Points
after—Prescott 1, Karl 1
I
verted
to
give
Rockland
a
7
to
6
ad•
•
•
•
Sunday
Telegram.
burban Club of Old Town and the
wood and Hugo L. Black, reading:
The Femald case is a 1'ttle differ
I We would be glad to have Fred “At the first sign of the Kian in Ala ! vantage, which It helt} until the final Substitutions, for Dexter—Stuart for
Skowhegan high school were among
minute of the half, when the visitors Gordon; for Rockland, Raye for
the first to make arrangements for ent. The young man from Winter- Owen explain his seemingly paradoxi bama
Senator Underwood was
Huntley. Brown for Duff Mazzeo for
port has made no secret of his in cal statement that Linnell will be a anused. Though he was a prospec .-•cored its last touchdown.
the exhibit.
Anderson, Perry for La Crosse. Bohn
The
game
was
featured
by
many
tentions
of
trying
to
be
Governor
of
candidate for Governor in 1940. and tive candidate for the Presidency j
Among the famous artists whose
for Hanley. Saunders for Billings.
work is represented in their actual Maine seme time. A Maine news his remark later in the article that and the Kian had already demon- :I long runs by Crouse of Dexter and
Referee—Smith. Bowdoin. Umpire—
Eillings
and
Skinner
of
Rockland,
colors are: Fra Angelico and Botti paper a short time ago came out with “next spring, unless he changes his strated its political power, he would
Gay. Bates. Head linesman—Olover.
but
the
defensive
work
of
Robinson.
the
statement
flatfeoted
that
Senator
mind,
he
will
be
a
candidate
for
the
celli. Rembrandt and Rubens. Hol
rot allow a Kian member on the Ala
1 visiting center who gave the good j Hebron.
bein and Durer. and among more Fernald would be a candidae for the nomination."—Ed. 1
bama delegation to the 1924 conven- j
Republican
nomination
in
the
pri

modern painters. Daumier and Degas.
tion in New York.
Whistler's portrait of his Mother, maries of 1938 There were no reser- [
"Senator Underwood went back to1
Sweeten it with,Domino
which hangs in the Louvre in Paris vations about it; he was going to run J
Alabama to find his State In the
1 Refined
The statement, of coure. was made
and one example of Chinese painting
Crystal
•^Zk2Ibs | in U.SJV
Visit Of Duke and Duchess
"'e,eCtton ‘°
in
good
faith.
Several
newspaper
are included.
the Senate was two years away and Commissioner Feyler Hears
Scheduling of the itinerary of the people who have seen the Senator
Crystal
in>
Of Windsor Suggests a he still remained a formidable candi
They’re Going To Handle
exhibition is in charge of Professor have asked him about It. So far as I ;
#00/^
date
for
the
Presidency
in
1928.
The
Cane Sugar
Thought To Local Man
“Bootleg” Lobsters
Huddilston. 36 South Stevens Hall. have seen him quoted, he has not '
Kian was eager to make peace with
Tablets
93 Exchange Street
said anything to anyone regarding
Senator Underwood. No compromise
Rockland Oct. 4.
Cane
Sugar
Reports that a former New York
Portland,
Maine
his intentions. What makes me think
on his part was expected. He was
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Crystallized by
Squares
that he does not intend to run this I
merely to cease his vocal opposi- bootlt8
15 “tempting to launch
Established 1854
Adant Process American
time but will in 1940 is that persons j I see by the papers that the Duke tion in Alabama. Even the Kian real- extensive activity in dealing in illeRepresentative,
E.
T.
RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
Are Present Hunting Con who are close to him, and would sup and Duchess of Windsor, whose “ro ized he was Alabama's "big man." gal Maine lobsters are being investiApply on
On* Spot Only
port
him
if
he
did
run.
say
positively
|
18-19T*Stf
mance of the century” shook the Senator Underwood could have kept gat<d t,y Commissioner Rodney E.
ditions In Maine—Game
ond kill all the fleas
on the dog orcat
that he will take his chances in 1940
quiet
and
returned
to
the
Senate
In
peyJer
of
thg
o{
and
British
Empire
soon
will
visit
our
ONE-SPOT
does
not
Very Plentiful
rather than in 1938.
repel; If KILLS Fleas,
triumph. He did not need to sur.
Lice, Bedbugs
J an .Inch
v of• u.
In this connection I received two United States, for the purpose of render
his independence. Shore Fisheries. Information, from
Hunters, trying their "luck" at the
THERE
studying
housing
and
working
condi

“He scorned the offer in blazing
he believes to a "good source"
GU
opening of Maine's hunting season communications by the same mail the
IS
other
day
that
rather
puzzled
me.
tions; now why not invite them to indignation. At the first opportu- has prompted the Commissioner to 2Sc SOc—Sailing at Qo
9
Friday, brought back from numerous
One
was
from
Belfast
and
contained
come
to
the
dear
old
Lime
City
where
rity he made a notable speech in j&y pians t0 "break up a reported
sections what they termed "fine
AND
pAAT|75C
take home a bottle
a tentative ticket fcr Republican I working conditions are at their best winch he blasted the Kian and all it fantisUc program before u can get
At All Druggists and Pet Shops
VJ 1 JL D BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
birds” of the woodcock and partridge
THAT IS
ONE
SPOT
DISTRIBUTING
CO.,
ncminations in Waldo County in 1938 ' and housings are wonderful.
stood for with all the power of his
„
Woonsocket, R. I.
families.
Distributor Covering N. Eng. and N. Y. I
1 The other was postmarked Winter- I I am referring to the government effective eloquence.
That speech !lin erua>
The legal shooting of partridge,
port and proposed fcr representative ! project workers who get Sil a week; killed him politically and he knew it.
The New York State Department
woodcock, rabbits, gray squirrels, and
Th» Kian set out to destroy him in
Conservation is warring on a group
from
Stockton
Springs,
Charles
C
of
course
the
Duke
can
understand
bear opened that day in all the 16
Alabama and did so.
of racketeers who are dealing in
counties of the State. Although Worth of that town. Mr. Worth is ' how a man with a family of six or
To succeed this courageous Amer- kg«I crustaceans in the larger cities
housed and feed on that
hunting conditions were described as an important citizen of Stockton and eight ean
lean, the Kian selected Hugo L iand it is believed that the Maine
"far from ideal." because of heavy for seme time has .been Interested amount of money.
But a new deal is a new deal and Black fresh from his victory before |coast has now been chosen to profoliage still remaining on the trees, in politics. He is, or has been, a very
s packed jury where an Itinerant P** the bulk of the supply.
close
friend
of
Senator
Fernald.
many hunters bagged some of the
Black Is Black.
Although Feyler would not reveal
Now the ticket that came from
minister charged with slaying a
‘■plentiful” woodcock and partridge.
So let s give the whole thing up.
full details of the information he has
Belfast
nominated
William
Farwell
of
Catholic
priest
in
cold
blood
was
Pish and Game Commissioner
C. Revrac
quickly acquitted. Mr Black was received, a fleet of fast pleasure boats
George J. Stobie said there was Thorndike for State Senator. There
was
no
special
significance
except
then a member of the Kian. He had and a number of unscrupulous fish
"more game of every variety this
taken an oath that the country ermen are believed to be involved in
season than there has been for sev that Mr Worth was proposed as rep
resentative
nominee
from
Stockton.
should
be ruled by native-born white, the plan. The boats apparently Just
eral years.”
gentile and Protestant Americans. cruising would purchase the lobsters
(Continued from Page One)
He said that while there was evi If this ticket lias the approval of
As v.as usual with Kian candidates, from ’ the fishermen in well hidden
dence of many woodcock this season Senator Fernald it must mean that
sion. Augusta Oct. 13. The bonds he had filed a resignation so that he places and land them in isolated
he
is
not
going
to
run
for
Senator
it would be difficult to determine
spots to be transported to market.
"how plentiful they are until the ! and if not. that he will run for Gov and interest will be payable at the might declare if pressed, that he was
"Starting in a small way this
hunters get after and drive them out ernor. The placing of Mr. Worth in National Shawmut Bank of Boston not a member.
might
soon grow to a menace of ma
or
the
Casco
Trust
and
Banking
“
Naturally
he
was
overwhelmingly
list
might
cause
the
inference
to
be
with dogs.”
jor proportions and be a serious
Company
Portland,
at
the
option
of
elected.
Standing
before
his
fellow
drawn
that
it
was
a
Fernald
ticket,
No reports of shooting fatalities
threat to the industry," said the
or accidents the first day of the open for the Senator would certainly be for the holder, the issue being approved Klansmen he thanked them for the
Commissioner. He believes that a
victory
and
assured
them
he
would
by
the
bond
council
of
each
banking
Worth
if
he
were
going
to
be
a
can

season were received by the Fish and
be true to the principles of the or group of “smart racketeers" could
didate.
institution named.
Game Department, Stobie said.
• • • •
The construction contracts will not der and forgetting his alleged resig makes plenty of trouble if they were
I cannot stress too much the im
On the other hand I do not think be closed until the entire issue has nation. accept life membership.
allowed to get a foothold and does
portance of every hunter using the
that Mr. Farwell, who is a member ffeen sold.
not Intend that they shall.
"Oscar
Underwood
might
conutmost care and caution while
Maine has a double gauge meas
of the Republican State Committee
n narrow margin of time is left for celvably have become President. But
handling firearms on hunting trips."
! for Waldo and a veteran party leader the engineers, inasmuch as the gov- he would not sacrifice his principles ure which sets the minimum legal
he said. No one shculd think of fir
j In that county is one of the most ernment requires that actual opera when faced with certain defeat. Mr. size at three and one-sixteenth inches
ing until he is absolutely certain what
enthusiastic supporters that Senator tions begin not later than Oct. 15, and Black sits on the bench because he and the maximum at five inches. The
he is shooting at.”
Fernald has there. I may say that I the fact that the contracts cannot be did. One Is dead and perhaps for lobsters are measured from the eyeThe deer shooting season will open
socket to the rear of the solid body.
Oct. 16 in the six northern counties am saying this advisedly. I know closed until the bond bids are in on gotten. The other occupies one of
Many of the “less reputable res
nothing
about
the
matter
only
that
I
the
highest
positions
In
the
gift
of
the 13th.
and Nov. 1 in the other 10 counties.
taurants and grills" provide a ready
the
nation.
But
the
honor
and
received
the
two
communications
in
"The kill of deer this year." Stobie
However, the federal administra
homage belong to the man in the market for bootlegged lobsters, the
predicted, “will be the largest in sev the same mail, but of course mailed tion of Public Works has indicated
grave—not to the man of the bench." j Commissioner said He is prepared to
eral seasons, for there is an abund at different parts of Waldo County.
that any actual move in the premises
Seme would say Underwood lost j throw the full strength of his warden
Now
either
Mr.
Fernald
is
going
ance of deer everywhere.”
will be deemed to constitute a “be
out in doing as he did. If he did. ! force and other facilities into aeTake ALL the work‘out of
to be opposed for senator by Com
ginning of operation,” and Robin Christ lost out also. If the time has tion to nip this alleged scheme in the
mitteeman Farwell in 7938. or the
washday— (1) with this nevz
son and Steinman. consulting engi come when there Is no one left like tud.
ticket has the approval of the Win
big EASY Washer that
neers of New York, have assured the Senator Underwood, then civiliza- j It is believed that ringleaders have
terport Senator as part of the plan to
washes family-size loads of
been In Maine several times recently
Seven students from Rockland and make way for the Senator's nomina joint board that Merritt, Chapman tion has lost out.
clothe3
whiter and faster,
and
Scott,
lowest
bidders
on
the
sub

Frank Beverage, j endeavoring to lay the foundation i
vicinity having obtained an average tion for Governor.
I won t guess.
structure.
will
be
on
hand
not
later
(2)
with
this new EASY
North
Haven.
Oct.
4.
for
future
activity.
of B or better in their courses for Down in Waldo County, of course,
than the 15th to make definite bor
Ironer that irons while you
the spring semester, were includrd they know all about it.
sit down, effortlessly guid
on the Dean's listfi as announced to
Mr. Linnell has frequently been ings in beginning the operations of
ing the clothes.
day by James A Gannett, the legis- spoken of as a candidate for Gov setting piers, all of which the office
trar of the University.
ernor and has always said that he of Harold J. Lockwood. P.W.A Ad
Prom Rockland—Edward R. Ladd would like to be Governor of Maine ministrator for Maine, New Hamp
f Junior in Phychology. Hervey C. Al sometime. For personal and business shire and Vermont, will approve, it
len, Jr., a senior in economics and reasons, he has never entered the is believed.
soclologj-, Lucille A Rankin, a senior field. Next spring unless he changes
If yau are poisoned bv
in the College of Agriculture, depart his mind, he will 'be a candidate for
the
Republican
gubernatorial
nomi

ure of Home Economics.
URIC ACID
Once more it’s time to start the
If is only a matter of a week—or two at most—
From Pleasant Point—Edith H nation. Mr. Linnell has held no com
Read Our Offer—Do This
home fires burning . . . once again
mittee
position
and
no
public
office
before prices will advance on all EASY Washors
Stevens, junior College of Arts and
Is Urie .Acid in your blood causing
sudden cold spells are right on your
since his retirement frem the Coun “Arthritis;"
Sciences, department of English.
stiff joints; sore muscles;
and Ironers. You can save money if you buy
doorstep. Avoid fall chills . . . and
Prom Tenant s Harbor—Alvalane cil. He has. however, kept in close rheumatic pains; neuritis; neuralgia?
Bladder weakness? Kidney Irritation?
touch
with
Republican
politics
and
prepare
for
carefree
home
comfort
yours
NOW for all along the line they will be
M, Pierson, a sophomore in the col
Up many times at night? "Worn ou:?"
lege of Arts and Sciences; and Wil political leaders He has many friends "Add" Stomach "Catch Cold ' easily?
this
winter
—
by
firing-up
with
D
&
higher. Phone now for a home demonstration.
Skin Itchy? No “pep?” Nervous9
liam 8. Cook, a sophomore in me and supporters all over the State,
H Cone-Cleaned Anthracite NOW
WANT
A
75c
BOTTLE?
men
and
women
who
would
be
veryNo obligation whatever.
chanical engineering.
For a prompt, clean and courteous
(Regular Prescription Quantity)
glad of the opportunity of voting for
Prom Warren--Wiljo M. Llndell. a
For more than 45 years The Williams
delivery . . . call 487.
him as Governor.
Treatment has been helping others to
sophomore in engineering.

Schools In Their Repro

£

HAMBURG STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 19c
NATIVE PORK STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 35c

SALT PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 17c

MICH. PEA BEANS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 lbs 25c
SOUTHERN QUEEN FLOUR ..

69c

SLACK SALTED POLLOCK .... lb

CHEESE

7c

Ib 21c

BROOKFIELD BUTTER.. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 39c

FRANKFORTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 19c

BAKERCH0C0LATE,twol-21btins 29c
BAKER’S COCOA

two 1 lb tins 25c

FRESH HALIBUT STEAK.. .. .. .. .. lb 17c

OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

Waxes Sarcastic

Smart Racketeers

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

Investment Bankers

Far From Ideal

ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER

a

BEY NOYV
Before they ADVANCE!

Bids Were Opened

“B” Or Better

FIRE UP WITH

D&H ANTHRACITE

WE Bl'Y

OLD

GOLD

AND SILVER

CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
376 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

The election of Mr. Linnell as a
.
, „
„
, ,
member of the Republican National
committee when he received 31 votes
of the members, voting is an indi
cation of the widespread support he
might expect from all parts of the
State. The opposition to him came
frem Hancock. Somerset. Kennebec.

i

comfortable days and nights.
w? *UI 8|ve ur,c a<'id sufferers who
send this advertisement, home address
and ter. cents (stamps or coin) one full
size 75-cent bottle (32 doses) of The
Williams Treatment and booklet with
DIET and other helpful suggestions. No
obligation. No. COD Only one bottle
given same person, family oi address
Sold since 1892

This advt. and 10 cents must be sent
l)R. I). A. WILLIAMS COMPANY
j4, >1. 277 EAST HAMPTON, CONN

TEL. 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

519 MAIN STREET,

THE

ROCKLAND, ME.

Solid. FUEL FOR Solid COMFORT

CENT

POWI
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Every-Other-Day

WALDO THEATRE

Harry W. French is on vacation |
from his duties at Crie Hardware j
I Co., this week being on a motor trip j
to Massachusetts with Mrs. French.

Beware Of October
CHANGE OF LOCATION

If You Are Motorist Or Walk

On Highway—Words Of

DR. EDWARD W. PEASLEE’S OFFICE

H R. Winchenbaugh is again officer
1337 OCTOBER’ 1937 I
| of the deck at The Brook's First Nalonai Store, having returned from
S M ! T ]W' T F S
1 a week's vacation spent at his Spruce
•
;
j
112
“MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY” Head cottage.
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
3 4 5'6 7 8 9
It's Masonic week.
Rockland
15 16
10.11 12 P 1314
MON.-TUES., OCT. 4-5
F —r
Lodge meets tonight, Aurora Lodge
No matinees
Wednesday night and King Solo
Single evening shows at eight
25 26 27 2829 30
mon's Temple Chapter Thursday
“Between Two Women”
night. Aurora Lodge will have supper.
VIRGINIA BRUCE,
I then tackle the Fellow Craft degree.
and FRANCHOT TONE
L. E. McRae, owner of tnt Country
WEDNESDAY ONLY, OCT. 6
j Club has has a section of the building
No Matinee
| converted into apartments, which he
Evenings Seven and Nine
will occupy the coming winter.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
BANK NIGHT
Oct. 3-0—Fire Prevention Week.
The Country Club will be open mean
Oct 7-9- -Camden—Conference of State
“Artists And Models”
while for club meetings, and other
Garden Clubs at Whitehall Inn.
Oct 8—Opening meeting ot RubinJACK BENNY
social gatherings as the occasion may
ttelr. Club at Unlversallst vestry.
Gail Patrick Ida Lupino
require.
Oct II—Knox County Teachers' Com
vent’on at Rockland
Richard Arlen
Ben Blue
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct
14—Thomaston—Garden
Club
Judy Canova, Yacht Club Boys
H. A. Barrows of Sea View Cabins,
meets with Miss Margaret Ruggles.
Martha Raye, Louis Armstrong | Glen Cove was proudly exhibiting a
Oct
15—Union—Organ
recital
at
Methodist auditorium
couple of handsome peaches at
„ct. 15—Pleasant Valley Grange Fair.
also
I Perry’s Market yesterday. They came
(Head Middle Street.)
March of Time 1938 Series No. 1
Oct 2b—Union—Annual Grange fair.
I from a tree presented to him by an
Oct 21—Opening meeting ol Baptise
Men's League
THURS.-FRI., OCT. 7-8
I Italian friend, and which at the age
Oct 21—Annual meeting of Knox] of 4 raised a fine crop of fruit. The
Matinees both days 2.30
Llncoln Farm Bureau at Rockland Com
munity Building.
peaches are good sized and well
Single
evening
shows
at
Eight
Nov
5—Thomaston—Inspection
of
Mayflower Temple. Pythian Sisters.
I colored.

Caution

is now located at his residence

When the beautiful month of October passed last year and traffic
’ resumed its normal flow. It left more
Hours By Appointment
| human problems and heartaches
Telephone 279-W
i than any month of the year. It
marked a new high in listing auto
mobile fatalities of any calendar
month In 1936. The grief and hu
Al. Bonneau has left for Miami.
man suffering in the nature of
Fla., where he will be employed as
broken arms, legs and the loss of
I interior decorator.
limbs, to say nothing of the loss of
' Funeral services for Clyde Vining human lives by motor vehicle acci
dents during that time is unmeas
I will be held at Crescent Beach to
urable.
morrow afternoon at 2 o'clock.
This brings the fact to our minds
that cnother October is here and
Make sure your radio tubes are all
we are wondering if the hand of
light before the World Series games
death will grasp as many victims as
begin tomorrow.
it did last year. In looking over the
statistical data for the month Just
Dr. E. W. Peaslee's dental office passed and finding the death rate
is now located at his residence. 88 | increased 20% it is only reasonable
Summer street.
to believe that October will again
bring home to many families untold
Dogs killed three lambs belonging hardships and grief. Because of this
to William Small, and injured an both pedestrians and motorists must
other so badly it had to be killed.
be extra careful and cautious in the
future.
The Mission Circle of the First
Seasonal changes in weather con
“You Can’t Have
Eaptist Church will meet in the ditions are directly or indirectly re
church parlors Wednesday at 2.30.
E. O. Russell lost a valuable horse
Miss Grace H. Russell, daughter of
sponsible for this rapid rise, at this
Everything”
Sunday death being due to paralysis.
Mrs. Charles North of Elm street, has
time, in the motor vehicle death ba
ALICE FAYE, DON AMECHE
Wendell R. Chaples died Sunday rometer. Fog. rain and fallen leaves
been elected president of the fresh
and RITZ BROS.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meet to
night. Private services will be held generally prevail to add to the prob
man class at Westbrook Junior
at the Russell Funeral Home this lem of driving safely. The greatest
night at 7.30.
College. Miss Russell was graduat
October is the month of necessity
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
hazard under these conditions con
The Lynn range burner given ed from Camden High School in the
The rummage sale held by Mrs. away at Union Fair by McLoon Sales class of 1937. She was a member of in boys’ clothes and this store is
cerning driving is skidding. Lest any
the mcthcr cf invention.
Funeral services for Mrs Albert of us turn our roads into lanes of
Glover's class Saturday netted $60 for * Service is the property of Mrs. H. the Glee Club and participated in the
the painting fund of the Unlversalist
senior play at Camden. She is en To best describe what the stock W. Eutler will be held Friday at 2.30 horror, motorists must change their
G. Jordan, Rockland.
at the home of her daughter. Mrs. driving tactics to meet existing con- ]
Church.
rolled in the pre-nursing curriculum
contains, we ask you. “what does
Arthur B.
Richardson at Owl's oitlons. On slippery highways speed
Destroyers Downes and Dahlgren at Westbrook Junior College,
your boy need?”
Head.
The circle supper of the Methodist
should be automatically reduced and
which have been at this port the
------Ladies' Aid will be served Wednesday past week, have left for other fields.
Suits . . . topcoats . . . new under
carefully regulated in order that cars
Rockland and Camdgn Townsend
Supt. George J. Cumming will pre may be stopped within reasonable dis
at 6 o'clock; business meeting at 4 The Downes completed her trials Clubs were wel1 represented at the wear . . . shirts . . . hose . . . and
side over the general sessions of the tances When stopping one should
o'clock.
yesterday
district board meeting Sunday at Mrs.
caps.
Knox County teachers' convention at slow down a safe distance from the
_____
Maud Bolter's, in Augusta. Plans
New stocks . . . big selections and the Rockland High School building stopping point. Motorists must real
Ladies' night will be observed
A large flock of robins has been werc Put in motlon for a di£trict
values so obvious that the people next Monday.
Wednesday at another of those pop
ize that they cannot stop their cars
attracting attentionin the central conventlon ™ Armistice Day in that
ular dances for the Elks and their part of the city the past few days. clty' 11 was voted
who compare come here.
as quickly under slippery conditions
scnd an lnvl‘
From Sheriff Ludwick comes word If a hazard appears.—the car will
invited guests.
They will be boarding the Mason & tation t0 aU World War veterans.
just as this paper went to press that skid and it is a known fact that it
Dixon
special
very
soon.
,
Rockland
Townsend
Club.
No.
1.
Boys’ Suits
Lawrence A. Carey, manager of the
the Buick sedan, taken from Hop- cannot be done.
—
t-v ca !meets tonight at 7.30 at K. P. hall.
A & P. store at The Brook, is having
kin's Garage has been found aban
The two outstanding causes of
$10, $12, $15
and
has
important
matters
to
be
Charles C. Wotton refereed the
three weeks' vacation, with John
doned in Biddeford.
motor vehicle fatalities during the
taken care of. A full report of the
Bangor-Rumford High School footMazzeo substituting.
month just past are excessive speed
district meeting will be given.
Sweaters
------i ball game Saturday. Next Saturday
Douglas Bell, the(• Hallowell High and pedestrian in road. Due to the
Mrs. Charles Wade of Waldo avenue he is to be field Judge at the Maine$1.25, $2.00, $2.50
School sopohomore, who starred fact that the State of Maine has gone
One of the most thrilling events in
picked 7'x quarts of raspberries the
Hampshire game at Orono,
against Rockland High in their re back on Standard Time and it is
the history of the American Legion
week of Sept. 27 and found man^
cent football game, was stricken at nearly dark when workers are leav-'
convention
in
New
York
comes
to
the
Knickers
green berries yet left on the vines.
Frederick B. Young of Belfast paid screen in the Paramount News reel
the weekend with infantile paralysis. ing their places of employment,
$2.00, $3.00
$40 and costs in Belfast court yes (special edition) cn the screen at
great care should be exercised, both
The place made vacant in the Knox
terday for illegal possession of eight gtran(j Theatre Wednesday and
Mrs. Alice Karl will be the speak in relation to speed and walking on
County Trust Company's staff by the
Longies
cr Oct. 7 at 10.45 a. m. when the the highways.
resignation of Miss Nathalie Jones, short lobsters. The complaint was Tjjurst,ay. The shots were taken from
made
by
Frederick
O.
Hallowell
of
lhe
air
g
rounc
j
anc
j
t
he
skyscrapPracticing safe driving and walk
monthly D.A.R. broadcast is given
$3.00, $4.00
was filled by the promotion of Mi.
landI ers showing Legionnaires from every
Virginia Egan, who In turn is -suc
from WLBZ Mrs Karl's subject will ing habits are urged at this time by
State in the Union and the entire
ceeded by Miss Barbara Perry, vale.
be ''Historic Maine—Vacation Land all in order that eventually our roads
Boys’ Shoes
, , The Maine Music Co. added to its , T „ .
.
—
.
will be safe and the use of them may
dictorian of the class of 1937. Rock-.l ...
Legion parade. The Maine unit was
staff yesterday Frank T. Winchen...
be more enjoyable. It is only by a
$5.00
land High School.
L .
.
... ... . .
led by Rudy Vallee which was one of
Simon Hastings of Portland has concerted effort on everybody's part
1 bach, who will officiate as radio servthe notable features in tthe parade.
been appointed assistant adjutant that we can stop this unwarranted
Among the Rockland dog lovers.ice man- Mr Winchenbach had
general of the Department of Maine and unnecessary loss of human life
attending the Portland Dog Show broad experience in this work, seven
The RocSiand Lions count them
G.A.R. to succeed the late Col and its attendant suffering on the
were Mayor and Mrs. Le forest A. >'ears wlth F' w Parre11 °° and the selves in for another treat tomorrow
Charles E. (Nason, Local opinion is streets and highways of the State
Thurston. Mrs. Charles W. Sheldon, pa-st 5''2 years with w- D Heald in when they will have the pleasure of
that this important office has fallen of Maine.
{
Cleveland Sleeper. Mr. and Mrs Bv- 1 Camden. Mr. Winchenbach is man- listening to Willis I. Ayer, who did
into very good hands.
Sgt. Francis J. McCabe. Director,
erett A. Munsey. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel a«er of the
team in 1116 Knox the Gaspe Peninsula stunt during the
418 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.
Highway Safety Division. Maine
summer, and lived to fpll the tale.
Noonan. The Noonans brought home Twil*Bht League.
Gordon Flint of 297 Broadway has State Police.
. He also survived his Rotary Club talk,
“the bacon” in the form of five ribi
A public drill will be given at 5.45 j whieh u ,aying a whole Jot when _______________________________ returned to Bryant & Stratton
bons—blues, specials and winners,
tomorrow night by the Rockland fire one considers the fun-loving propen
A distressing accident which might School. Boston, to complete his
won by their two prize Irish terriers,
i department, weather
permitting. sities which Rotarians are wont to
ccurse in business training. Flint
as well as one of their puppies, now
1 have had much more serious conse!The public is invited to watch the exercise when cne of their number Is!’""'' “
‘
“
.
'was
graduated from Rockland High
owned by Oscar Emery of Bar Har
j boys respond to this alarm exactly the speaker. Willis may rest assured quenees' occurred Saturday noon at School Jn 1935 Mjsg Mjtfy HaVener Heard Able Speakers At Fall
bor.
Quarterly—Men’s Chorus
_____
as though u were a reguiar call, j of a warm welcome Wednesday and the corner of Broad and Park streets. of i94 North Main street has alao
Charles H Berry A E Hunt Law- This
one of the dcPartments nu- a complete guarantee of safety.
Mrs. Harold W. Whitehill and little enrolled at Bryant & Stratton School
Pleased Listeners
rence Aylward of this' city and H. A.!merous activities in connection will! I
------daughter Patricia were standing Miss Havener was graduated in the
Members of Lincoln Baptist As
Harris of Tenant s Harbor, members Ftre Prevention Week. Chief Russell | Maine college football results Sat there awaiting the arrival of a bus CIass of 37 from Rockland High
sociation gathered in a goodly com
of the Fireproof Garage organization, addressed the Kiwanis Club last night urday were: Bowdoin 12. Massachu
School
pany Friday at St. George First
have returned from Lansing and De- and spoke at High School assembly j setts State 0; Yale 26. Maine 0; New when a Parked automobile a short
Chuich for the fall quarterly confer
troit where they attended national this morning.
j Hampshire 21. Bates 12; Tufts 20. distance above broke from its moorThe Kiwanis Club held its annual ence. The auditorium was decorated
Colby 7. The games for the coming mgs, and came down the street in a
previews of the 1938 Old-smoblle and
meeting last night and chose these with flower?, adding to the attrac
In
these
columns
recently
appeared
Saturday
are:
New
Hampshire
at
LaSalle. They drove Tiome three
. zig zag manner. Mrs. Whitehill. officers: President, Louis B. Cook tiveness of the occasion.
nhiw
«'•
1938 Oidsmobiles and a 1938 LaSalle. a thrilling tale in which a horse and Maine; Lowell Textile at Colbv; WesAmong the speakers was Dr. F. F.
these cars now being on display at the « Sheriff ^Gray shared leyanjit Bowdoin; Arnold at Bates. made a futile attempt to stop the on-' ^VX^hiTeCtoTs^
Peterson of Portland who brought a
Fireproof. Enroute Mr. Hunt took honors. Now, in the for sale columns The Rockland football fans who at
coming vehicle, which pinned Patricia Richardson, Fred Trecartin, John stirring challenge to Baptists of
occasion to visit his father E. W. aPPears notice that this remarkable tend the Maine college games hope
against
a telephone pole. The child s Pomeroy. D. Robert McCarty, Capt Maine to go forward in the coming
equine is for sale. "Clever, gentle. that the schedule next year will not
Hunt at Birmingham. Mich.
head and thigh were bruised and she r q Bowness, TTawrence Miller and days. "We need to advance in bap
a good looker, a good worker and a i leave Maine gameless on one Saturtisms. in trained leadership, in pre
Harbinger of the 1937 football sea- nice driving horse" quotes the jovial | day (as it did last Saturday) and was cut on the temple. Mrs. White- A H Robinson. Chief Engineer Van
senting to the world the message of
hill
is
still
suffering
from
the
effects
Russell
spoke
interestingly
on
Fire
son is the annual Official Football' seller E. E. Thorndike of Rockport ( four games in the State on the folof the shack.
Prevention Week. There were two the Gospel,” said he. Elwood Goss
Facts and Guide for 1937. edited by and adds, "had a mark of 2.12 as a lowing Saturday,
-----------------visitors, Mr. Stoakley of Glens Falls, of Knox stressed the fact that the
W. W. "Pudge” Heffelfinger. former two year old. though I don't know
N. Y. and Capt. Albee of Fort Laud Lamb of God takes away the power
famous Yale star, and published by just when that was.''
Ruel Whitnej' of Ellsworth Fails, past
Philco Radio and Television Corpora
100 years old. was especially honored T^OrM^A^r®t rumcT /rUt. * erdale Fla. The club has had a of sin but in order to make it effec
tive. people must behold Him as
tion. This guide and book of foot
A burglar broke into the garage when a delegation from Olive-Branch daughter, Lorraine
most successful administration under
AUSTIN
—
At
Union.
Sept
30.
to
Mr
and
ball facts contains the new rules, the owned by C. W. Hopkins. Inc., Sun Lodge. I.O.O.F. of South Berwick, re Mrs Richard Austin, daughter, Betty the leadership of President Arthur the personal Saviour.
J. Wesley Stuart of Martinsville
schedules of all colleges, results of. day night and helped himself to a cently paid him a visit and presented Lou.
P. Lamb and looks for its continu
spoke
on the man out of whom Christ
last year's games, discussions of playa 1938 Buick sedan, which had Just him a gold pin in token of his 73
ance with Lou.
cast the legion of devils and then
MARRIED
with diagrams by the most famous been delivered to the dealer. It Was years as an Odd Fellow. Mr. Whit
sent back to his own people to tes
coaches, outstanding events througlf a six-wheel job, said wheels being r.ey holds the record of being the old- CA2Rb^eL;TjAV^Hy^ong^en^M.u^e
tify of the great things God had
all the history of the gridiron game, painted red. with a silver stripe. est Odd Fellow in the United States. Carroll of East Warren and MUs
Nora
Taylor
of
Lubec.
score charts for big games, and un The oar itself is painted light blue He will celebrate his 101st birthday
usual events in the past season. Hef- and has a built-in trunk. Sheriff Oct. 16. Ke and Edward Haney, 95.
DIED
felflngcr. who edits this work, was one Ludwick notified the State Police drove to Sewall the other day to
—A: Camden. Oct. 3. Ava S
of the great guards of all time and and spread the word to other towns. make a call on Capt. Thomas New OLIDDEN
Glidden. aged 68 years. 7 months Fu
one of the three men selected four The car was valued at $1200. Mr. man 102., Mr. Whitney is an uncle neral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from 25
T°’c
Spring street
straight years for All-American hon Hopkins has offered a reward of of Frank H. Whitney of Rockland BUTIER—At Owl s Head. Oct 4. Jennie
Cobb, widow of Albert W Butler, aged
ors by the late Walter Camp.
$100 for Its return in good condition. and Fruitland Park, Fla.
83 years. 5 months. 14 days Funeral

Overheard in a

ROCKLAND

home’’

88 SUMMER STREET

TALK OF THE TOWN

October is the
“needing” month for
boys but Knox County
parents needn’t
worry.

“AND SO THEY COLORED
AMERICA’S FINEST ANTHRACITE

SO WE CAN TELL WE’RE GETTING THE BEST”

"See hotv warm ami cozy our house is now!
ll around this city, in one home

furnace was designed for anthracite.

after another, they’re ehanging to No other fuel call give the same satis
A-’blue
coal’. And no wonder! Ils disfaction. So burn anthracite. And to

tinctive Blue color tells people that
it's America’s finest anthracite. It is
their assurance of more heat per dollar.
l'ou can't beat anthracite for home
use! Unlike flashy fuels, it gives no
uneven, spotty heat. It maintains an
even,healthful temperature-helps pre
vent colds and cut doctor hills. Your

gel the hcst-alwaj s specify ‘blue coal’.
’blue coal’ is mined by Glen Alden
from the richest Pennsylvania hard
coal fields. It is prepared with utmost
rare. And it is laboratory tested for
purity and uniform sizing before ship
ment. For clean, safe, money-saving
heat, order ‘blue coal' now,

ROCKLAND FUEL COMPANY
PHONE 72

‘blue coal’
America's Finest Anthracite

THE SOLID FUEL FOR SOLID COMFORT
TUNE IN ON "THE SHADOW" EVERY SUNDAY AT 4:00

P. VI. STATION WC8H

FOR SALE
BUSINESS ON MAIN STREET
Goad For $1000 to $1500 a Week
Owner has other plans
Inquire of

ELMER C. DAVIS
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

375 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 77
119-121

GREGORY’S

Lincoln Baptists

DOING/

week's specials at Lindsey's,
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick qualified
For wall hangings, table covers,
Block. Thomaston includes as a horticulturist Sunday when he chair backs, etc., beautiful hand
Beach Jackets, reg. $6.50 picked a peck of delicious peaches woven pieces of Persian Karbay and
at $5.—adv.
from a tree on his Chestnut street choice India prints, on sale only for
premises. A specimen brought in remainder of week at reduced prices.
Don't forget the supper and dance triumph to The Courier-Gazette | What-Not Gift Shop.—adv.
at the Town hall. Head-of-the-Bay. office was considerably larger than
Wednesday, Oct. 6; benefit Town the average peach seen on local fruit j ■£
hall—adv.
1191t
counters the past summer. Its color-,
ing smacked of a tropical sun, and I
the taste was decidedly more-lsh. j
One reason why the peaches reached |
maturity was the fact that directly I
Without LaiatiTes — and You II Eat
under the tree are the sheriff's bee-1
Everything from Soup to Nuts
MORTICIANS
The stomach should digest two pounde of food
hives. The average boy doesn't speak |
dally. When you eat heavy, creasy, coarse or
rlih foods or when you ere nervous, hurried or
Ambulance Service
that language.
<ht>w poorly—your stomach pours out too much

This
Watts
Brown
values,

BURPEE’S

HELP STOMACH
DIGEST FOOD

fluid Your food doesn't digest and you have
gai. heartburn, nausea, pain or sour stomach.
You feel sour, sick and upset all over.
Doctors say never take a laxative for stomach
pain. It Is dangerous and foolish. It takes those
little black tablets called Bell-ana for Indigestion
to main the excess stomach fluids harmless, re
lieve distress in 5 minutes and put you back en
your feet. Relief is so quick it le amazing and
one 25c package proves it. Ask for Bell-ana for
ladipillM. Sold r’fjrwber*. (0 D«ll * C» IMT.

Public Harvest Dinner served by
Edwin Libby Relief Corps at G A R
Hall Thursday. Oct. 7, from 11 to 1.
Price 35c.—adv.
118-119

TELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

J

119-tf

I
j

Saturday at 2 30 from residence of Mrs
Arthur B Richardson at Owl's Head.
WHITTIER—At Brunswick.
Oct
2.
Francena Whittier
Funeral services
yesterday at the Russell Parlors.
VINING—At Crescent
Beach.
Owl's
Head. Oct. 3. Clyde Vining of Rock
land. aged 41 years. 3 months. 2 days.
Funeral renlces at Crescent Beach.
Wednesday at 2 p m.
CHAPLES—At Rockland. Oct. 3. Wendell
Chaples. aged 30 years. 10 months. 2
days. Private services at Russell Fu
neral Home today at 3 p m.
MERRILL—At Union. Oct 4. George T
Merrill, formerly of Rockland, aged
66 years. 9 months, 13 days Funeral
Thursday at 2 p. m. at the Russell Fu
neral Hotne.
KINNEY—At Wiley's Corner. Oct. 2
Earl E Kinney, aged 44 years. 10
months. 7 days Funeral today nt 2
o'clock from residence at Wiley's
Corner.
CARD OF THANKS
In bthalf of Pleasant River Grange No
492. I wish to thank the Rockland.
Camden and Vinalhaven atores. summer
visitors and all who helped to make our
fair a success. It Is greatly appreciated
Curtis Webster, Chairman of the Fair

Committee.

dene for him. Because lie had seen long to Him. We are stewards and
the Lamb of God. his useless life had owe a debt to God. Spiritual power
been redeemed and made useful. He rises or falls in proportion as we act
had a responsibility and duty to per- on the money question, and the right
form. "Christ has done great things kind of stewardship means the whole
for us.” Rev. Mr Stuirt afflrmid. life enriched."
"It is our duty and privilege to bear
A men s chorus was greatly enjoyed
testimony.”
, in the evening as was the solo by
Mrs J. C. Killian of Philadelphia Mrs. Barnes in the afternoon and the
gave Interesting reports of missionary musical selections by Mrs. Skoglund,
work In Christian centers, showing pianist, throughout the day.
how great are the investment's reGratitude was expressed for the
turns on such work. Rev. W F. hospitality of the host church.
Erown of Camden spoke on "The
Conquest of Sin” saying, “Man has
tded to push back the frontiers of sin
in vain, but in Christ is the fulfill
ment of man's hope of meeting the
consequence of sin. The conquest of
sir. has its roots and power in the
cross of Christ which is a manifes
tation of eternal truth."
The topic of Rev. J. C. Killian of
To Ui Printing io more than
Philadelphia was "My Church and
My Part In It," in which he ex ‘ * just putting words into typo.
pressed bis conviction that nothing It it the creation of a work of art,
ba it a simple little announcement
or., the outside can hurt the church or an elaborate booklet. Hence
but only that which is on the in- ’ we take all the pride of an artist
side. "Clean members are the hope in hit craft, in each job; and that
of the church. If we arc tied to it the secret of the euperlativt
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Cnrist, we must receive something, Printing.
and we must give something. When
wt become Christians the voluntary
ceases and compulsion begins. Our
life, influence, time and money bc-

The Courier - Gazette

DRAKE/P^6mr/FURNITURE CO

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

TOO 8AD, BUT DAT'LL
6E TOO LATE '
SHE'LL BE WELL AND
ABLE TO WORK
HERSELF BY THAT
time/

-

Call 26-W
FOR FRIGIDAIRE
SALES AND SERVICE

Parker E. Worrey
New Frigidaire Dealer
100-101

THE TIME to buy a modern refrigerator Ls NOW! Don’t be handi
capped by a faulty refrigerator this winter. See the latest ELEC
TROLUX models at BURPEE FURNITURE CO. TODAY!

.tt' T FURNITURE COMPANY
’ 361 MAIN
361 MAINS

Page Fouf

Every-OtKer-Daf
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rise of land you see back in that field
SOUTH THOMASTON
1 for a man who has been a guest at
Miss Mildred Graves has employthe Poland Spring House for several
I ment with Mrs. Arthur Ifemey in
! years. He likes Maine so well that
Thomaston.
! he has decided to retire and become
‘IT’S ALL YOURS”
' a legal resident of our State, though
Mrs. Floribell Allen attended Sun
probably travelling abroad or going
day the wedding of her grandson Rev.
South winters as he has for years.
Cecil Witham in Newcastle.
I But if he hadn't decided to build that
Mrs. Julia Gould of Somerville.
fine house and become a taxpayer,
Mass. and Mrs. Ella Eaton and nieces
that ditch digger wouldn't have had
of Rockport were guests Tuesday of
that job.”
( Mrs. Elizabeth Babb.
Which proves our contention that
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Williams of
by and large, directly or indirectly
j Millville. Mass., are in town, called
and sooner or later every citizen of
by the death of Mrs. Williams' grandcur State, both men and women ben
J father Gilbert Simmons.
efit to some degree from the hun
Grange supper was held Thursday i
dred million dollars that pours into
i which netted nearly $12. In the eve- I
cur state every year and left in our
ning. the Grange observed Booster
stores, banks, in the cash box of pro
night with about 50 members and
The Maine Publicity Bureau is a j commodity they have to market fessional men. the coffers of wholeguests present. A program of music, i
non-profit organization supported by, Without the______________
Maine Publicity_____
Bureau salers and retailers, the artisan and
Blackface songs and humorous
' an inquirer would have to search laborer, even the humble ditch digger,
sketches was enjoyed. The master I
private funds subscribed by towns,
endlessly for details. We all like to
Maine's geographical location is
Scott Rackliffe gave a brief talk on >
hotels, camps, business organizations travel the path of least resistance ideal for recreation. Within <500 miles
Grange work.
and individuals for service to the and the easier the vacation plans are of our State, in 5% of the area of the
• • • •
tourist
made, the more enthusiasm our vis- United Slates are 26% of the aud
Juvenile Musicians
Up to October 1st, 48.585 letters itors have in coming into Maine.
mobile registrations of America. The
have teen received by the Bureau
The Junior Music Club met recent- I
Hiram W. Ricker, who founded the lar«est centers of wealth and P°Pularequesting folders on Maine and as
ly with Mrs. Leroy Wiggin and J
Malne Publicity Bureau, often told Uon are at our door- but
mu^
sistance in making vacation plans as
daughters Marjorie, Ava and Victoria
the story of the ditch digger. While t€l! these
the Malne stor>' Just
compared with 41.276 for the same
this session concluding the first year's j
driving along the highway with the as <™»«>uously a5 People are told
period last year. Each of these let
work.
that Ivory Soap floats.
ters received special handling and Bureau Manager one day, they no
It was voted that pupils take turns
many a long detailed letter with, ticed a man digging a aitch and
Trying his luik. Barton MarLane tests his familiarity with the goddess serving as club leader. Marjorie
Man ovreboard—Help! Help!
specific information none too easy to Uncle Hiram said, "Harrie I don't
of chance at the gaming tables in a tense moment from "Wine, Women and \yjggln is leader for the October
The magnificent blonde Madeleine Carroll makes her Initial screen ap
Stranger—Phuy don't yez swim?
furnish, but our out-of-State vis-' suppose that man would ever think
Horses," a drama of the raeetraik coming Wednesday to Strand Theatre. Ann meeting which will be held with Mrs.
pearance
as a romantic comedian iff Columbia's “It's All Yours," in which she
"I don't know how."
itors have come to look to the Bu- i that he benefits from the tourist busiSheridan and Charley Foy look on.—adv.
’Ella Watts.
co-stars
with
Francis Lederer. MiScha Auer Is featured.—adv.
_________ ___
_ ____
"Begorry. ye've got an illegant
reau for information
in the
same ness, but I happen to know that he
The program consisted of vocal and
manner they look to an industrial' *•' digging that ditch for a year- chance to learn
New York Weekj instrumental music furnished by the j
'
firm lor knowledge regarding the round home that is to be built on that, !>’.
’ pupils. A special feature was tap
Madeleine Carroll loves Francis erer. to the 8tates. Five years later
dancing by Amy Rackliffe, Victoria Lederfr: Mischa Auer adores Made- Lederer’s escapades are the scandal
and Idabelle Wiggin. Edwin Tyler. lelne Carro11 and Francis Lederer of San Francisco On his death bed.
jzjzjarzjzrajzjararafzr?'
Victoria Wiggin and Mrs. Tyler, be- abbors Miseha Auer in Columbia a Lederer's uncle leaves his entire fort1. came Ilivinuvi
membersu of the
club. IWHVOll"
Refresh- |!265,11,1 new romantic comedy, “It's une to Madeleine with Instructions
HIV VSUM.
, for Madeleine to make Lederer fall
’ ments and the game of “Hit the Hat" ! A11 Ycurs
Directed by Elliott Nugent from a in love with her and marry the fortwere enjoyed. There were 20 present.
The pupils have begun work on a ] £creen Pla>' bY Mary C McCall. Jr., une instead of inheriting it. Made
musical playlet to be presented at the film romps riotously through leine goes wild. To prevent her from
more romantic complications than spending the fortune while he tries
Thanksgiving.
ever floored Cupid with one fatal to recoup it through the courts, Ledblow.
>4 erer goes along as her private secreSTONINGTON
Speaking specffjcially, Madeleine- , tary. Thus begins one of the wildTilden Knowlton is building a gas is a mouse-like secretary to wi, est husband-hunts in all screen hisumpty--millionaire who brings his tory. with Mlscha Auer, a penniless
sation near the tennis court.
foreign-bred nephew. Francis Led- Baron, joining in the fun.—adv.
Mary McGuire passed the weekend
with her mother Mrs. Prank McGuire.
1 Mrs. Phylena Sturdee and daugh
ter Cora have returned from a visit
to Boston.
Douglass Parsons has been visiting
i
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Edward
1
id ll
4
b 7
11
9
Parsons.
l'5
14
ib
15
Capt. George Smith and George
OCTOBER 4 - 9
. Jellison of Swan's Island were here 1
17
20
18
14
! over the weekend.
b
Jerry Gross is home from New
11
24
25
' Bedford.
NATION-WIDE
ift
ii
5i
ib
Z7
14
Mrs. Grace Herrick is visiting her
FORMOSA TEA .
sisters. Mrs. Vesta Webb and Mrs.
51
31
Leona Pifield.
NAflON-WIDE
I
YT
34 is
3b
36 59
Gorgeous Otien Heyward, the most famous hat model in the country.
M‘nn c ®ray ias
Buefit o{ i
ORANGE PEKOE TEA
makes her film debut in Paramount', “She Asked For It." Miss Hevward is £*
MrS AUStl" DaVlS
Ro
~n
41
cast opposite William Gargin, with whom she is pictured above.—-^d y.
NATION-WIDE
Carl Meline went recently to Phil- !
41
4ft
45
4b 47
WHEAT CEREAL
PKG
Arey.
Charles
Boman.
Charles
Webadelphia
ln search °f employment.
VINALHAVEN
50
51
52
------' ster, Arthur Arey. Mr. and Mrs. j ’rhe Methodist Ladies' Aid met re- 1
NATION-WIDE
Mrs Oscar Nelson and sister Mrs George Newbert andMrs.W. Y. Pos- \ cently at the home of Mrs. Hartley
54 55 5b
57
5& 59
Vesta Lane returned Friday from sett.
Curtis. The next session will be at j
PANCAKE SYRUP
Portsmouth. N H where they were
Miss Ellen Georgeson will be host- Mrs Walter Coombs.'
b0
Gl bl
b'5
SILVER SLICE
•J ■
guests of Mr and Mrs Robert ess to theKnit-Wits tonight at her W. C. Hewe. Miss M. E. Howe. Mrs.
bft
WHOLE
NO 2
b4
b5 bb
b7
Sterry .Doris Lanei. Enroute they home.
carl Whitehouse and Mrs. Emma ;
b9
GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS
CANS
visited their sister Mrs Louis HastJohn Lowe visited Saturday in McGrath of Camden, Mrs. Florence
70
74
71
73
72
ings in Rockland.
Rockland.
1 Kinney and daughter of Rockport j
DE LUXE
Miss
Louise
Philbrook
of
Thom•
Mr
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Mills
of
Belj
and
Mrs.
Quincy
Young
of
Warren
NO 2>/i
1 7b
1 77
75
At;
PLUMS
.
CAN
1 aston is visiting her mother Mrs. I fast are guests of her parents. Mr spent Monday with Mrs. Annie Rich
| and Mrs. Burton Vinal.
jardson and Miss Abbie Montieth.
Fanny Philbrook.
KELLOGG'S
Oscar Nelson was a Rockland visi
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont)
Miss
Ruby
McHenan
went
Satur

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howell and
Schoo! A PKGS
1-Wlther
61-Beeides
tor
Friday.
23- Snow vehicle
KRUMBLES One
day to Boston.
Kit Fret with jg FOR
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Curtis passed
4-Hoisting machine 63- Greek goddess
24- lndigent
Arthur Arey has returned from the weekend ln Bangor and vicinity.
9-Assistant (abbr.)
64- Suffix same at id
Miss Laura Sanborn of Augusta
25- Metal-bearing rock
Boston where he attended the ball
13Unit
65Prefix.
Twice
27-Tell a story
was a recent guest of her sister. Mrs.
Betty Barter gave a beach party
14- 6 ift
games.
67-Jumbled type
28- A beverage
Arthur Arey.
Friday
night
at
Morse
Island.
Those
16Pronoun
CAMPFIRE MARSHMALLOWS
69Alcoholtc
beverage
30- Prefix. Before
1 LB PKG
Ladies of G.A.R. Circle was in
17- Reverend (abbr.)
Miss Dorothy Cobb returned Mon- 1
70- Ocean
present
were:
Mary
Billings.
Marie
31- Gratified
spected Friday night by Department
18Preposition
71Wearlng
away
of
34- Work with
1 day from a visit in Belfast and Reek- President Eva Erving of Woodfords.!Bl mgs' PrLscilla Parsons, Vernette
1 CAN NOODLES
19- Act
rocks by water
steadiness
port. She also attended the Union Roxy Whitehouse and
LA CHOY COMBINATION 1 CAN CHOW MEIN
Florence!Noyes' Normo Tewksbury and Mary
20- A constellation
74- Japaneee coin
35- Combining form.
Fair.
21- Hauled
Bernardi.
75Scandinavian
Air
Dailey of Camden were also present.
23-Weaken
j Among those from here attending
language
38-Corroded
Annie
Richardson
passed
Sunday
While in town the visitors were guests
25- Ajar
76- Growing out
39- Joined
SPLENDID MINCEMEAT ,
the North Knox Fair in Union were:
26- Forever
of Past Department President Mrs. with her daughter Mrs. Sadie Pow
77-Choiceet
44- Perched
G. C. Peaslee, Keith Carver, Roy
29-Tyrannize over
45- Take booty
Ola Ames. Work was exemplified ers.
32- American university
VERTICAL
46- Segment
with Frances Smith and Bessie Polk
William McKenzie is able to be
33- A bearing (Her.)
47- Part of verb ‘To be’
as candidates. Remarks were made out after recent illness.
34- Father
1- Phrased
49- Stew, then bake
CALO CAT and DOG FOOD
.
I CANS
35- Crimton
2- lnactiva
by the visiting officers. A program
50- Trieky
,
37- Fish eggs
3-Dike
52- Obterve
of community songs was given at the
38- Part of verb ‘To be1 4- Weep
UNION
53- Agree
NATION-WIDE
close of the ceremonies. A supper
40- Evident
5- Mutlcal note
55- Church official
—RASPBERRY—LEMON
41-Change the form of 6- A continent '.
preceded the meeting served by Car
P you are happy and peppy and full of
56- Entreatiee
GELATINE STRAWBERRY
|
PKGS
Methodist
Church
Notts
ORANGE—CHERRY—end LIME
fun, men will take you places. If you are
42- A time period(abbr.) 7- A compass point
58- Rub out
rie Fifleld. Margie Chilles, Doris
lively, they will invito jou to dances and
43- Serpent
(abbr.)
59- Length meatura(pl.)
Rally Day was observed Sunday
parties.
Younquist
and
Joyce
Ames.
46-Dance
8- Terminate
BUT. if you are cross and lifeless and
62-Girl'e' name
IMPROVE THE FLAVOR WITH
The all day session of Pleasant end 103 were present in Sunday
always tired out, men won t be interested
48-And (Lat.)
10- Mold •
65- Exiet
in you. Men don’t like “quiet” girls. Men
School.
The
classes
taught
by
Mrs.
50- Chief actor
11- Withere
River Grange Fair had an unusually
66- Anger
go to parties to enjoy themselves. They
NATION-WIDE prepared MUSTARD
want girls along who are full of pep.
12- Traneferred (abbr.) 67- American poet
large attendance and netted a con Chapman and John Howard reported I 51- Greek war-god
For three generations one woman has
54-Abounding
14- Prayer Book (abbr.) 68- Among
told another how to go “smiling through’*
siderable sum. It was followed by a every member present, with Bible.
57-Ransome
15- Prepoeitlon
72- Forward
with Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Com
New
faces
appeared
in
the
Brother

dance.
60-Frlendly associate 22-Contorted
pound. it helps Nature tone up the system,
73- Pronoun
thus lessening the discomforts from the
NO •/,
Mr. Ingraham of District of Co- hood Class, encouraging the members
functional disorders which women must
IZUMI CRABMEAT
CAN
in their purpose to outgrow their
(Solution to previous puzzle)
endure in the three ord. als of life. i. Ti.ro- ! lumbia is guest of James Mutch,
ing from girlhood to womanhood. 2. ITe- I
present space. Arthur Howes added
paring for motherhood. 3. Approaching
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
A.
Smith
of
Au

STICKNEY CORNER
r,xnlddlo age
— MACARONI
8 OZ
i
NATION-WIDE SPAGHETTI
*Don't be a three-quarter wife, take gusta dined Friday with Mr. and Mrs. his bit in observance of his eighth
ELBO MACARONI
PKGS
LYDIA E PINKHAM S VEGETABLE
birthday. Many of the pupils were
James
Smith.
Mrs. Maude Mank of North Waldo
COMPOUND and Go “biniliug Through.”
At the close of the mid-week prayer promoted to new departments and
boro accompanied by her guests. Mr.
COLONIAL MOLASSES FANCY BARBADOS
meeting of Union Church Wednesday supplied with new teaching material.
the annual business meeting will
A group of Intermediate and and Mrs. Fred Folsom of North
Vinalhaven & Rockland
be held and officers elected. Harvest Junior classes met with Miss Corson Grafton. Mass., were callers Monday
Sunday will be observed Oct. 10 and to consider plans for young people's evening on Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Sar
Steamboat Co.
donations of vegetables and preserves work. Norma Fossett was elected gent.
GERBER'S
ROCKLAND
will be gladly received. Pleasant president, and a second meeting ap
Miss Hill of New Brunswick is guest
ALL
BABY FOOD KINDS
River Grange will attend the serv pointed for Sunday at 6.30. Thursday of her cousin, A. M. Hill.
C'X" OYSTER ,o
ices. There will be special selections from 3 to 5 a party for the Primary
E. C. Jones is having his store
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
DOLE'S
Xo;S>CRACKERS 18‘
by the choir.
and Beginners Departments will be painted and R. J. Sargent is pointing
Service
To:
NO 1
Supper guests Sunday of Mr. and given in the vestry, Mrs. J. D. Thurs his house.
PINEAPPLE JUICE
j/ieth. anti Ciiip
CANS
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
Mrs. Charles Boman at the "Red ton, Miss Ruth Howe, and Mrs. Wil
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HALT,
Miss Lurlie Davis attended Pomo
SWAN S ISLAND, AND
| Lion" were Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith, liam Robbins in charge. From 5 to na Grange Saturday ln Martinsville. Ronald were recent visitors at the
DOLE'S
COCOANUT PUFF
Ib.'
FRENCHBORO
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Webster and 7, the girls of Mrs. Chapman's class
NO 1
PUFFY MABSHMAUOW cookifs with
Mrs. Sadie Lenfest and son Henry home of the Wayland Creamers in
PINEAPPLE GEMS
A ..........................
JCLLY CFUTAF-COVFBFD WITH COCOANUT
CANS
FALL SCHEDULE
Mrs. Sada Robbins.
begin monthly meetings in the vestry, visited Sunday afternoon at the R. Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver went serving supper and giving a recep
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
J. Sargent residence.
Saturday
to New Haven to visit Mr. tion to new members. At 7.30 the
A. M.
P- M.
LGE
Mrs. Mary Ripley called Friday on
]
and
Mrs.
Vernon
Halloway.
9.00
Arr.
Rockland.
Lv.
2.15
LAWRENCE HULLED CORN
prayer meeting and Bible study hour
CAN
friends in this locality.
8.00 Arr. North Haven, Lv. 3.25
will
close
the
day.
7.00 Arr. Stonington,
Lv. 4.35
Theodore Eaton of Thomaston has
The Ladies' Aid meeting will be
MODERN WOMEN
G.00 Lv. Snail's Island, Arr. 5.40
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay duo
Read Up
Read Down
held in the vestry Friday at 1.30. been guest of Robert Grierson.
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Judson Andrews is somewhat im
Chi-ches-ters Diamond Brand Pills are etfective, Next Sunday the topic of the pas
VINALHAVEN LINE
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF. Soldb^
tor’s sermon at morning worship will proved after a long siege of ill health.
A. M.
P.M. all druggists for over 45 years. Ask for—i
9.20 Arr. Rockland,
Lv.2.15
be “The Miracle at the Temple Gate.”
Patrick Lyons ls engaged in cut
CHICHESTERS PILLS
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Arr. 3.20
At 7 the annual rally week concert ting wood for John S. Storer.
111-tf
■JMI DIAMOND
BRAMO"
will be given by the Church School.
Mrs. Florence Creamer and son
n zr?jzrzfzfzfzjzrzfzfzfz 'jzjzrzrzfzrejzjzfzrzj Bjpjzfzizrzrzjzrajzjzf Jfzjziafzfzjzfzfzrzfzizrafzfzfzfzraizjzjzjz^ts

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

THURSDAY

3"

RED BAG

full heavy

body and
flavor

\Y\WRlTE BAG

rich flavor
medium
body

BLUE BAG

mild and
mellow

MEN LOVE

25.

PEPPY GIRLS t

17.

AW
27c

19c

NATION -WIDMER VICE

GftOCERS

I

r-
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New Football Game
Famous Magazine, American

Boy,

Presents

Page Five
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Every-Other-Day
NEW FARMING COURSE
Has Been Introduced At Lincoln
Academy—All Types of Agriculture

QUlSlWH

Six-Man

eiwqWta

A new course in agriculture, con
Team
ducted by Wilmot 8. Dow of Presque
Isle, has been introduced at Lincoln
In the early fall issues of The
Academy, the 36th secondary school
American Boy there’ll be presented
in Maine to adopt such a course.
the story of a new game—six-man
Forty boys have already enrolled.
football—fast as professional football,
Mr. Dow, who inaugurated the pro
wide open as basketball, thrilling as
gram. comes from Monmouth Acad
hockey!
emy where he taught similar classes.
The game came to life through the
He was graduated from the University
need of small schools for some sub
of Maine in 1934. and from the Aroos
stitute for 11-man football, which was
took State Normal School.
too expensive. Stephen Epler, a Ne
The new course at Lincoln includes
braska graduate student in athletics,
practical study of all types of agri
developed the game of six-man foot
culture, animal husbandry, poultry I
ball to meet this need. In six-man
raising, farm crops, soils, fertilizingj
football anybody can score, the pos
orchards, dairying, farm management,
sibility of injury from mass plays is
farm merchants, and actual shop
minimized, and the game is open
work. A complete shop has been
WHY THE NEW National Open
enough for spectators to follow every
equipped in (the basement of the
Golf Champion, Ralph Guldahl
exciting development.
school’s gymnasium, where tools will
( right), prefers Camels. In his own
The new game is a hit. New schools
are taking it up every day. In coming be repalred and practical
words: “Camels are different from
issues The American Boy tells the . carried onother cigarettes. You see, playing
___ . . _ , ...
___ _____ T., I Mr. Dow (will be not merely an In
against an all-star field, my nerves
world about this practical new game
\
structor at the Academy. He will be
run the gauntlet. Camels don't
In addition, it presents The American
on call »t all times to help farmers
jangle
my
nerves.
”
<
Boy Official Handbook, which can be
solve their problems and to give ex
obtained from the magazine at 30
pert advice and encouragement in
cents a copy, or 15 cents when bought
every
way. Field trips will be taken
GIRL RODEO CHAMPION.
in bulk.
frequently with the classes to farms
Rose Davis (Ze/Z) says: "Camels
Note: Subscription prices of The
always appeal to me, but I think
and
other
places
of
agricultural
im

“CAMELS go on my shop
American Boy will be raised in the
that the Camels at mealtimes are
portance. Thus students will learn
ping list regularly," says
near future. Send your subscription
It is homespun fact that nothing man does to
the most enjoyable of all They
Mrs. Richard Hemingway,
order at once to take advantage of Just
certain operallons are car‘
help keep my digestion working
New York matron. "I
tobacco can take the place of what Nature does.
the bargain rates now in effect; one ! ri£d on’ Several tUnes each year
smoothly in spite of the jolting I
never want to be withyear at $1.00 or three years at $2.00.1studente wU1 compete with .those from
Camels are made of finer tobaccos into which
take from bucking broncos.”
. out Camels. When 1 feel
Foreign subscriptions 50c a year ex- other 8ChooU ln cattk and
Nature put extra goodness.
tired, I smoke a Camel and
tra. Send your name, address and i JudK*ng contests.
SPEAKING OF DIGESTION and
get the grandest ’lift."*
remittance to The American Boy 7430
The C0Un>e in vocational “Culture |
smoking, Dorothy Malone,
Second Blvd.. Detroit, Mich. On Iis made
by the Smith^Hughes
HERE’S only one way to get the best tobac
food editor (.right), says: "Many
act of Congress of 1817. It is supnewsstands the price is 15c a copy,
comments from my women
cos. That's to pay more for them.
ported Jointly by town. State, and
“I'VE GOT TO have a cigarette
—adv.
115&118-120
readers show that they find
It has been a well-known fact for years that Camel
federal governments.
that's mild," says Uva Kimmey,
smoking Camels a pleasant
Mr. Dow comes from an extremely
pays millions more, year in and year out, for finer
girl parachute jumper. "So
way to encourage good diges
JAMES MULLINS
interesting family. His grandfather,
I'm a Camel smoker. I find
tobaccos. It’s the natural way to put more enjoy
tion. I myself smoke Camels.”
also named Wilmot Dow. and his
Camels jo mild I can smoke as
ment
into
smoking.
The village of Ash Point lost one of I
grandmother worked with Col. Theomuch as I wish without jan
its best known residents last Wednes
People have confidence in the mildness and
“I’VE BEEN A FIRE FIGHTER
gled nerves.”
| tiore Roosevelt on his North Dakota
day through the death of James Mul
for 11 years,” says Frank
goodness of the finer tobaccos in Camels. More
ranch. Mr. Dow's father was bom on
lins. whose demise followed a brief
Gilliar
(left).
"Smoke?
You
bet
_____
and more smokers turn to
the ranch, and was later one of Mr.
Illness.
I do. And I'm particular about
J Roosevelt’s guides ln Maine.
THE NEW CAMEL CARAVAN
Camels. They find that
The deceased was born in Liscomb,
my brand. It’s Camels. There's
Two
great
shows in an hour's entertainment!
Camels
are
naturally
milder
Nova Scotia. 72 years ago. At the
the cigarette, if you w ant mild
Includes "Jack Oakie College” and Benny Goodman’s
and
that
the
full,
natural
age of 16 he sailed or England on a
ROCKPORT
ness! They're the last word in
"Swing School"! Sixty fast minutes of grand fun and
bark, shipping fr^m there to Newflavor of the costlier tobac- /
flavor."
music. Every Tuesday night at 9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm
The
Senior
Class.
R.HS,
has
York. Later he went to Gloucester,
C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T.. 6:30 pm P.S.T., WABC-CBS.
cos is brought to perfection
Mass., to engage in the fishing indus elected as officers: President. Beatrice
“FIND THE RIGHT CIGARETTE
in
the
Camel
blend.
If
you
Copyrichl. ISRT. K. J. Kwynoida loUcevCv., WiMtuo-Salao. N. C.
try, and it was while he was fhus en- J
vice president. Edwin Sinnett;
and stick to it, is my motto,”
are not smoking Camels, try
gaged, that the schooner James F ! secretary and treasurer. Elizabeth I
. says "Duke" Krantz, veteran ,
them now. And see if you,
Steele was built for him. He came to , La°e: members of student council,
^airplane pilot (right). "I was
bm
too, don't find that Camels
Rockland more than 40 years ago ln Donald Welt and Beatrice Lane
^thoroughly sold on Camels
Camels are a matchless blend of finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS-Turkish and Dothe schooner Ida Glover, with Capt.
Mrs- Albert U. Rhodes entered
mean unfailing pleasure!
right from the first pack I
mestic.
Skillful blending brings out the full, delicate flavor and mildness of these choice tobaccos.
Borgerson.
Shortly afterward he Community Hospital Friday for sursmoked 15 years ago.”
bought the Ash Island fish weir, which 1 8ica‘ treatment.
he had operated ever since.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham enchenbach. secretary; and Eileen
I
WALDOBORO
Mr. Mullins was married at Ash tertained the Copper Club and husTENANT’S HARBOR
WEST ROCKPORT
PORT CLYDE
CUSHING
Chapman, treasurer. Charles Rowe
Point 40 vears ago to Miss Grafe ,tands Friday ni«ht the occasion celMr. and Mrs Ralph Morse are on a Jr, is president of the Junior class;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Aaron
W.
Hobart
ac

A
shore
dinner
was
served
Tuesday
Mis?
Bernice
Nutt
who
is
teaching
Witham. who died in 1914. Mr. Mul- ' ebratmg the 15th wedding annlverMrs. Maude Barnes will leave soon
Gaetano Abbotoni. vice president;
trip to Canada.
lins’ mother then came to make her sary °i Mr. and Mrs. Leland Haw- for her winter home ln Fort Meade, night by Fred Waldo. Those present at North Woolwich spent the week companied by friends were callers
Miss Helen Jones and Stephen A. Philip Hutchins secretary and Lois
Sunday
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Al
Prince
of
end
with
her
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
home with him. A broken hip result- | kins and
birthday anniversary of Fla.
Wheeler and Mrs. Charles Wheeler Jones are visiting in Belmont. Mass., Kiltor. treasurer. Barbara Scott ls
Camden. William Prince of Boston, Robert Nutt.
ed ln her becoming confined to her Mrs- Effie Veazie. Those present
Killing frosts Saturday and Sun
president ot the sophomore class.
and South Portland.
Mrs.
Lucy
Smith
of
Glenmere
and
Mrs. Beirnice Pl Cushman has on their way home to Carryville,
bed for 13 years. She died Feb 27. I
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard C. In-, day nights ruined many of the flower
president;
Mrs Allan Annls of New York and Priscilla Storer. vice
Mass.,
from
an
automobile
trip
to
Leo
MacDonald
of
Winthrop,
Mass.,
been
at
the
home
of
her
parents.
1934. MT Mullins then went to make ! Biaham; Mr and Mrs. Oliver Ingra- j gardens.
Walter Matthews of Lincolnville Thomas Creamer, secretary and
this
State,
also
Vermont
and
New
and
Rockland.,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker while comhis home with his sister-in-law. Mrs , ham- Mr and Mrs’ oliv«r ^graham.
W'llllam oulllr.en has employment
have been guests of Mrs. W A Rich Martin Kalltnen treasurer. Officers
Mrs. Alice T. Trussell has returned oletir.g her duties at the office of Hampshire.
L E Dyer; and it was at this home “r • Nancy In8raham Mrs. Marian ln Camden.
1 in the freshmen class have not yet
Mrs. Goldie (Alley) Watts of Rock ards.
that the funeral services were held ‘ Cash Mr and Mrs- charlM Rhodes
home after spending several weeks Hervey Allen in Camden. She will
Road construction is in operation
Misses Carrie Stahl and Mary Bane been elected.
port
spent
a
few
days
in
town
re

soon go to Fairfield to join Lieut.
last Friday. Rev. Cecil Witham of 'Jr ” Mr’ and Mrs Leland Hawkins. in North Cushing, toward the War in Palmer and Lowell. Mass.
former
ac of Portland passed the weekend In
Mrs. Frank Simmons and daughter Cushman who has been transferred cently calling on
Newcastle, a nephew of the deceased Mrs. Effie Veazie Mr. and Mrs. ren line.
This week's specials at Lindsey's.
town.
quaintances
and
friends.
to that district of the State Police
officiated. Many old friends were . Charles Everett and Mr. and Mrs. E.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Olson have Mrs. Phyllis Sutherland, were in
Misses Margaret Ashworth and Watts Block. Thomaston includes
Rev. J. Newell Smith's mother sis
present, and as they gazed their last E- ^graham. The guests of honor been entertaining Mrs. Crabtree and Portland last Wednesday to see Mr. Department.
Anne Ashworth motored recently Brown Beach Jackets, reg. $850
received
gifts
ter
and brother-in-law who were
Six
members
of
the
local
church
Simmons
who
is
a
patient
at
the
upon the silent form, they beheld a
daughter of Sidney.
from St. Johnsbury, Conn, and passed values, at $5.—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. George Butler and I
attended the quarterly meeting of guests at the parsonage for a few a few days with Dr. and Mrs. T. C.
wealth of floral offerings, which had
Mrs. Nora Ulmer ls suffering from Maine General Hospital
been sent by those who knew of his children of Union and Mr. and Mrs. a sprained thumb.
Miss Elizabeth Coffin has employ the Lincoln Baptist Association Fri weeks have returned to Chicago.
Ashworth.
The vicar meets a parishioner
Mrs. Levi Hathorne has employ
ever present kindness to others ln Alfred Dutch and sons Dryden and j Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rand of ment at the Copper Kettle in Rock- ] day at St. George.
The annual election of the officers lately reported to be on the sick
Bryant of Belfast were guests Sun- I
Miss Viola Mank of Rockland is ment at the home of William J. of Germania Lodge. I.O.O.F., will
time of bereavement. "Jim" Mullins
Buffalo. N. Y., were recent guests of land.
list.
spending
a few days at her home Hastings.
was known in the community for his day of Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Jackson. : Mrs. Rand's brother, Clarence Wales,
be held Thursday night followed by
Carlos Davis has returned home
"Well, Mrs. Thompson, I am glad to
Ralph
Wilson
was
at
home
from
here.
many fine deeds, and .those who knew
Misses Margaret Marriott and a supper. Members are requested to see you about again. Are you quite
and are now on a vacation motor from a summer's yachting.
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton enter Virginia Barter recently went to be present.
him will always cherish his memory. Criehaven to spend the weekend with tour.
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Hupper vis
Letter new?”
tained friends from Yarmouth over Massachusetts to seek employment..
He was a member of the Masonic his family.
Miss Isabel Waltz has returned
George Tucker who has employ ited recently in Portland.
"I'm a deal better, thank you. I
Funeral services for William Her
the weekend.
fraternity.
ment on a farm in Island Falls,
A new sign has been placed on the fiom a trip to Cohasset, Mass.
am noan reet. as you may say. but I
Rev. John Holman was in Massa
bert
Blastow
were
held
Friday
at
the
The Mission Circle met Thursday
He is survived by a brother, Enoch
Mrs. George Wallbridge of Gardi am better."
called recently on friends in this chusetts on a recent visit.
home economic school at The Creekwith Mrs. M J. Oxton at which time
Mullins of New Bedford, and several Russell Funeral Home. Rev. N. F community. He was accompanied
reading "The Llllius Oilchrist Grace ner is here, called by the illness of
"That's right! What has been the
Mrs. Ada Brennan is guest of rel further plans were made for the
her mother Mrs. Justin Welt.
nieces and nephews. One of the Atwood of the Methodist Church offl- by a group of Unity friends.
Institute."
matter?
”
atives in Danvers. Mass.
Interment was in
East
supper, apron and candy sale to be
Mrs. Mary Wade has been in Port
nieces ls Lauressa Mullins Durrell, ciatea.
Mrs. Olive (Rivers) Melendy, son
“Well, I had tonsillitis to begin
Several
new
stones
and
markers
Union
cemetery.
The
bearers
were
Mrs. J. Newton Broadbent and son held Oct. 19 at the church dining
now a resident of Augusta, who made
Fmcls and friend of East Pepperell.
wi’, an then it dropped into mi legs."
have been set at the cemetery of late. land.
Mrs. Walter V. Wentworth of Old —Manchester Guardian.
her home with him for many years Cecil Annls. Russell Staples. L. True Mass., are in town for a vacation Irvin of New York city who spent room and vestry.
Miss
Macintosh.
High
School
as

Spear and Charles Lane, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Watts of Mas
Tcwn was a recent visitor in town.
after her childhood.
at the Rivers’ farm, this being Mrs. the past five months at the BroadByTon Rider a student at Bentley Melendy's first visit in eight years.
bent cottage, went Friday to Missis sachusetts were recent guests of Mr. sistant is boarding at the home
Misf Jessie L. Keene and Mrs. Summer cottagers. Let us take down
The bearers at Friday's funeral
of John Reid.
Celia Oross were at-home from Gor your awnings, store them, Insured
William Moody. Mrs. Alice Heyer sippi where they will pass the winter. and Mrs. Donald Tolman.
were four nephews—Francis Dyer, School of Accounting, Boston, spent
Mrs. Lee Andrews was soloist Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Spear and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kinney (Vir
ham for the weekend.
Robert Harvey, Maurice Harvey and the weekend with his parents, Mr. of Nobleboro, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Ma
through the winter, make necessary
day at the morning church service.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Rider.
family
have
moved
to
their
home
in
ginia
Thompson)
who
were
recently
Ella Rider has been elected presi repairs and rehang them next spring,
loney.
granddaughter
Constance
Arnold McConchie. The burial was
She
was
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Mabel
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Howes
and
Rockport
which
they
recently
dent of the senior class at the Wal Very reasonable cost. Tel. 1262-W.
al Ash Point.
Knight of Pleasant Point and Mrs. married, have entered upon house
Mrs. Herman Coombs of Belfast were Sarah F. Seavey were visitors Sunday keeping in the James Wilson prop bought and have had extensively re Wilson at the piano.
doboro High School; Chadwyn Tay Rockland Awning Co., 16 Willow 8t.
paired.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smalley have lor. vice president; Pauline Win
callers Saturday on Mr. and Mrs. E. at B. S. Geyer's.
erty on Marshall Point road.
DUTCH NECK
School was closed here at noon ' returned from Massachusetts where
A. Champney.
The Helpful Club enjoyed a picnic
Miss Eula Skinner of Waterville
Mr. and Mrs. James Matthews of Saturday at G. A. Robbins' shore was a recent visitor in this locality. Wednesday that the children might Mr. Smalley underwent an operation.
Mrs. Granville Gross and daughter
attend North Knox Fair.
Abraham Benson nas employment
Beryl recently visited Mrs. James Bangor. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Seeley with 12 ln attendance.
Miss Ethel M. Kelley of West
and son Ned of Searsport and Mrs.
for the winter in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wales and Somerville was ln town for the week
Breen in Rockland.
Edna Eaton of Camden recently vis daughters, Thelma and Janet, are
NORTH WARREN
Roy Smalley has employment ln
end.
Miss Ruth Geele, a student at
ited Mr. and Mrs. Marion Oray.
enjoying a vacation during which
Massachusetts.
Gornam Normal School, spent the
RECOMMEND
|
Hatton
Wilson
of
Criehaven
has
Frank Rider has opened a barber
Frank Morris is shingling the Liz
Preparations are ln progress for a
weekend with her parents Mr. ar.d shop on Mechanic street ln Camden. they will visit Mr. Wales' mother. been passing a few days here.
Mrs Jennie Wales who is residing
fair and chicken supper to be held zie Kalloch house now owned by
Mrs. Herbert Geele.
The correspondent inquires. "What
Mrs H. H. Nash and friend Mrs. with her daughter. Mrs. Electa Wood
Friday afternoon and night at White I Mrs. Etta Watts.
has
become
of
Hatton
Wilson
of
Los
Mrs. Marlon McClure and three Mayo of East Weymouth, Mass., and bury in Walworth, N. Y. The Wales
Doris Paterson passed Wednesday
Oak Grange hall.
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER
children have returned to Newton, Mrs. Maude Stahl of New York have will then proceed to Niagara and To Angeles who often wrote Interesting
• | at Union fair.
For 86 years parents have found that Dr. True's Elixir
articles
for
The
Courier-Gazette?"
Mass., after spending the summer returned home after a visit with ronto. During their absence the milk
combines in one medicine the properties of a mild laxative,
Mrs. Etta Hart of Portland ls guest
here.
Mrs. Romie K. Newcomb and
Mrs. Adelbert Walker.
suitable for children, and an expeller of Round Worms...
route which they operate is in charge
of her sister Mrs. Fred Watts.
George Wakefield of Bath passed
Round Worms are the most common human parasites
Mrs. Annette Shirley of Winter of Irving Fales, and Mr. and Mrs. daughter Margaret have returned to
Mrs. La'ura Rawley has closed
...Get Dr. True's Elixir, agreeable to taste...At druggists...
several days with friends in this Id Hill Mass., has returned home after Lindahl are caring for their home. Skowhegan after visiting Mr. and
! Wan-e-set Inn for the season and
eality recently.
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Marion The farm animals are being cared for Mrs. Herman Simmons. Mrs. Sim
moved to her home.
mons who has been ill two weeks is
Mrs. Frances Quiner has closed Gray.
by Charles Tucker.
j Olef Johnson has returned home
slowly improving.
Butter Point Farm and is in Marble
A marriage of interest took place
I from Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wilson have
head, Mass., where she will spend Saturday at 8 o'clock at the Baptist
j Janies Paterson who has been visThe mail man may not be a col
If your skin is broken out with
parsonage when Miss Nora Taylor lege graduate, but he is a man of let returned to New York city after a
the winter.
“fiery” or "weeping” eczema, you | iting his aunt Mrs. Arthur Watts of
visit with James Wilson.
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
Maynard Winchenbach recently re became the bride of Henry Maurice ters—Los Angeles Times.
want to relieve the intolerable itch Springfield. Mass, has returned
ing and burning as quickly as pos home.
turned to Ann Arbor where he will Carroll. Rev. J. W. Hyssong per
RATES:
sible. Resinol Ointment does this
Jingle
J»
continue his studies at the University formed the single ring ceremony. The
GLEN COVE
Puritan Rebekah Lodge will hold
to Your hotel in BOSTON
and also combats the irritation
0taiWeh>-4»4W
bride
is
the
daughter
of
the
late
of Michigan.
caused by eczema—its oily base be a private Installation Oct. 14.
Miss Dorothy Geele of Wellesley, Mr. and Mrs. Marston Taylor of
George F. Nichols, who has been
Mrs. Reta Calderwood who was ing ideal for penetrating the outez
AIL ROOM! WIT* IATM
500 Roomj
Mass., recently spent a few days with Lubec. The groom is son of Thomas
ipwciel w«<Uy ?6t«l
home from Boston for a few days, layers of the skin and securing dividing his time between his sum
deeper
action.
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J. Carroll of West Rockport. Friends
mer home here and his winter home
has returned. Her son, Franklin,
Wash the affected parts with
RADIO
extend congratulations.
Geele.
ls suffering from tonsil infection.
warm water and Resinol Soap. It in Everett Mass., has concluded to
SERVIDOR
Mr. and Mrs. George Anderson and
Ashton Riplev is visiting in Union. is especially suited to tender skin— make his permanent residence here,
TUB ’-.SHOWER
dughler Marilyn of Lowell. Mass.. ;w- K. Winchenbach, Maynard WinMrs. Winnie Barrows is treating soaps containing too much alkali much to the satisfaction of his many
may irritate. After washing off
spent a week recently with Mr. and chenbach, Miss Edith Winchenbach,
friends and neighbors to luscious scales and crusts, pat dry with a friends in this section. Mr. Nichols
Mrs. Edgar Wallace.
' Mrs. Eldora Gross. Eben Wallace. Mr.
served 10 years as alderman In the
peacher of the freestone variety soft cloth. Do not rub.
grown on the Sea View Cabins
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross and and Mrs. Clinton Gross. Mr. and Mrs.
Apply a thin layer of Resinol city of Everett, and for a time was
•’ NORTH STATION
Ointment, letting it remain for sev acting mayor. He also served several
grounds.
daughter Elizabeth of Auburn were Ray Winchenbach and Mr. and Mrs.
•< STEPyur TRAIN- faya*/' ROOM
eral
hours.
Apply
again
liberally
Miss Rena Edwards and Lester at bedtime leaving on all night. terms as road commissioner. An
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Thomas Winchenbach.
The Morning AfterTa king
eld New England Leaguer it follows
Mrs. Ada Wellman called last
Woodward of Biddeford Pool were The loncrer Resinol is in
ward Gross.
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THE ANSWER IS THIS

CAMELS ARE THE UWSEUING
CIGARETTE IN AMERICA

T

Costlier Tobaccos in a Matchless Blend

I

I Its DOUBLE Properties
I

Dr. Trues Elixir

TRY THIS WAY TO
QUICKLY RELIEVE
ECZEMA ITCHING

fan, always ready to umpire on bases.

Every-Other-Day
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eighty improved the model of his
WARREN
ships and made out a schedule to
send South for 600 000 feet of hard The Woman's Club meets Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hess, who
pine. Beside shipping he entered day at 7.30. Each member is privi
have been occupying the upstairs
into the general merchandise busi leged to invite two guests. The pro
apartment in Mrs. Arthur H. Pills
: tons. From this date until the war of ness in 1843. and extensively engaged gram will include a one-act play and
(Continued from Page One)
bury's residence on Green street
1812. nothing occurred to interrupt ln handling lime. He established the several musical numbers. Refresh
while Mr. Hess was acting as vaca
Two of Thomaston's young men
peaceful
pursuits . Prom one to four Georges bank, of which he was presi- ments and a social hour will follow
tion substitute at the Mackay Radio
were of the famous tea party in Bos
vessels were built each year, the big dent for years and always had a large the entertainment.
Station in Cushing during the sum
ton harbor.
ship Hoiofernes, 50C tons being built balance with the Baring Bros.. Eng
mer. returned Friday to New York.
After the revolution the place was
,
. Members of Ivy Chapter, O.ES
quiet
but
prosperous.
In
1784
the
in 1809 b>' McLoon & Hayden in land. He likewise built a saw mill are sending cards to Mrs. Nora RusMisses Florence Fessenden and
first church (the Second Baptist) in Sou’>) Thomaston. The size of the and in one year loaned to shipbuild- sen 811 LimerOck street, Rockland.
Anna Fessenden of Newtonville,
the state was formed the services of
seemed not to increase materi- ers over $80,000 He was one of the
Dorcas Circle of Kings DaughMass., spent the weekend at their
which were held in barns, the first a”5r- for in 1888 a 47®
was lrst to Procure * 1 e oa
lom ie ters was entertained last night at the
summer home on School street.
George McFarland
home of Mrs. George Brigham.
Mr. and Mrs. William Daggett and
News has been received of the River, being built in 1796.
Thomaston nearing tne size 01 tne
pru^pau, .or ».<:
ron Malcolm. Mrs. Nellie Ifemy and
The senior class will hold a cooked
At this time the forests were large Kolowernes and was but the fourth
lomaston. n
e secure e eMrs. Fiank Brown have returned death, two weeks ago of George Mefood sale Wednesday at 3 o'clock at
and the roads poor. So Thomaston
fhiP built since the war. grapuc communication or
om
home from a motor trip to the White Farland in Great Falls. Mont., where
the Walker Grocery store.
he
had
resided for 18 vears. Mr. Mewas
the
largest
settlement, and
Most
prominent in the shipping aston. and was a large real estate
Mountains.
Local teachers attended the meet
Farland was apparently recovering Rockland, reached by a private way. history of Thomaston stands the owner n Boston. Brooklyn and DaMrs. Arthur J. Elliot, Miss Lizzie
ing
held Saturday with Union teach
fioir. pneumonia, when his condition only a small collection of widely honored, yes, more than honored, rev- kota. ^8 and 78 respectively. he
Levensaler and Mrs. Richard O. El
took a sudden turn for the worse.| separated
log huts.
ered name of Edward O'Brien, at the gave $10,000 each to the poor of War- ers at the High School building in
liot were assigned highest honors in
Mi McFarland was born in St ' In 1795 there came to Thomaston time of his death the greatest wooden ren and Thomaston. His death at that town. Shpt. T. A. DeCosta of
the order giv;n, as a result of the
George and had lived for manv years' the illustrious friend of Washington, shipbuilder and owner ln the world the age of 88 years 9 months and Strong presented a talk on drawing,
play Friday, at the Contract Club.
in Australia He had also resided in the artillery man of the revolution. He was the third son of the late John 12 days occurred on last May. a fit- illustrating with crayon, while Har
Advertisements In this column not to
Morgan Kendrick of New Bedford, Everett, Wash., and had been promi- ’he thorough patriot, brave officer O’Brien of Warren and from his ting age for the life of so won er u rison C. Lyseth. State agent of sec- exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25
Mass.. Kenneth Inch of Wytopitlock, rent in business and civic affairs and hospitable gentleman. Gen. mother's side inherited good Scotch and so useful a man. His estate is ondary education spoke on’Personal- cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional Itnes five cents each for one time
$18 Convertable baby carriage for sale.
and Mrs. Roger Luce of Newburg, there being at one time manager of Henry Knox. In various ways Knox Irish blood
In early youth
hecst.mated at $2,000,000.
ity* following which the company 10 cents for three times. Six small words $5. good condition Call at 44 GAY
ST . to see It.
119-121
students at Castine Normal School the Mitchell Hotel and later affiliated had become possessor of the unalien- evinced a taste for the sea. and just Following is a list of shipping built; broke up into smaller units the sec- —
passed the weekend with Mr. and
Railroad ated parts of ’he Waldo Patent and entering manhood he left the farm by Samuel Watts. Thomaston's othei ondary group conferring with Mr.
gcouDcondition
C°UCh *ndPHONE
Zenlth101
Radl
°
for
B*le'
1-R
with the Great Northern
Mrs. Orett Robinson in Cushing.
119-421
He was the son of the late Capt, Robthe site of the old fort he for the ocean. Returning he entered world-famous shipbuilder:
Lyseth. while the elementary group ♦ cTkITKin
r
_____ i a_ mansion
____ ...............................
.. likc a
- the
th« xtv.nvarrl
John
Fishh
Miss Blanche L Raysor went Sun- *“ 77
7nTot»^tVs*^'rcared
which
shipyard nf
°f Master
Master J
°hn Counce
C°Unee 1858
1!») chip
»htS Joaepha
cSeP55^
was addressed by Mr. DeCosta on * LUd 1 AINU rUUllU
RUBY Crescent. 22-lnch steel pipe fur
nace. for sale, registers, pipe, etc . prac
day to visit at her old home in Har-,
‘
' palace of the Arabian Nights, a grand and worked for the wages of $1.25 per M3
Gen l. Berry
“
Writing;
The
next
meeting
will
be
at**************
tically new Apply 64 SUMMER ST.
i standing pioneer citizens.
risburg, Penn.
119-tf
and elegant villa three stories in da>'- We think that it was in 1822
ship ^eo“rtyp,LlerBlchaKlgon
awCV. 5. each teacher to give a report | BLACK fox fur lost last week ln
He is survived by his wife, mother;
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Lermond
'
"height beautified by piazzas, porti- tha’ »n partnership with Master iscs ship Joseph Fish
On a book he or she is reading on Rockland Reward Leave atThe Cou- 1 R I PULLETS for .ale75c: Tolman
___ .... ,______ .___ ‘’n° a sister, Mrs. W. C Cox of Ev®
r
no, „,„,i,
ship L. b oiichre
rter-Oazette Office
119*121' Sweet Apples 50c bu. R LITTLE. 22
.Miss Elizabeth Tobie. have returned
Wash. a
and g brother coes, colonnades, bay windows with Counce he began his life work of 18fi7 -"jp KendHr^FUh
teaching subjects.
, r 7 ;
,
„ Meadow Rd. Thomaston
119-lt
NOTICE is hereby given of the low of BABY PEN for sale: also scales, crib.
a fourth story in the form of a huge building ships and in 1823 deciding 1888 .hip Jane n.h^^
from a few days motor trip through
as ln gan
Cahf
Miss Dorothy Miller, teacher at deposlt book numbered 30582 and the whltney coach. bathitiette. single 3-foot
the White Mountains. Mr. and Mrs. |
cupola from which was a grand view to be entirely independent, he struck ’Ag69 bk Ka:e Harding
of said book asks for duplicate In iM.d inr.er crib spring mattress: Fowler
the Highlands school, was luncheon ownci
sccoroance with the.provisioni ofthe 12-burner oil burner for kitchen range.
of the surrounding forests and the cut in
on ^is own account and
Yoretto Vhh
Lermond's marriage was solemnised j
a£
guest Saturday, of Mr. and Mrs. n'J'i'vMav be seen at 4 Lawrence Avenue.
BANK, by EDWARD J HELLIER. Treas Thomaston TEL 186-2
119-lt
winding river In all Massachusetts built the brig Brutus for Col. John 1870 Sumuei watts
Wednesday night by- Rev Charles
Frank D. Rowe.
Rockland. Me . 8ept. 30. 1937
----------------------------------------------------------there was no mansion which this did Burton in Friendship. The next year ”7’ £»
Davis of the Clark Memorial Church
_
117-Th*-123 , AUCTION Sale Saturday. Oct. 9 at 1 p.
Brown Beach Jackets, reg. $6.50 not surpass. Tne Lodge was (then) a’ Oyster River he constructed two 1872 «-h A^Poyr
Mrs. Ruth Perry returned Sunday
— ■
——m. at Ina Jac.
n farm St George Rd .
in Woodfords. They were attended
from Strong, where she spent the |
**»_
. Thomaston All kinds of household furvalues, at $5.—aflv.
a mansion, the stable to compare, vessels, the Edward Ward. 200 tons is73 sch Cathie c Berry
“ niture. new enamel storve, studio couch.
by Mr. and Mrs. Orra Roney, also ,
previous week with Mr. and Mrs.
119*120
and the grounds tastefully arranged and Sophronia 160 tons for William
“h ^raceR1^*afe'°n
of Woodfords.
Horace Maxey.
FARM on Rt. 17. for sale, electric
CAMDEN
.and
planted
with
exotics
and
rare
Kelsey.
1874
sch
J
??
eph
?°
u
J
her
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur P. Strong,
lights water. 9 acres, early marketing,
Mrs. Callie Morrill of Rockland
shrubbery kept with great care by
I” bis own yard, upon the shore of
’ch’ T RCrpmSbv^yLn
low Drlce for quick sale.
WILBER
called Sunday on their son Walter,
119*121
I Eugene Shaw has returned from a English gardeners. Between his own ’be Georges, on what was a part of '*875 ’hip H. l Gregory
USED or old Bamboo fly rods, wanted ESANCY. Union
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
who is attending Colby College.
at once, ln trade for new, liberal allowthf atwood i
pr Prnnprtv
vdFkfion spent in Pittsfield and re residence and that of his son was a
Charles McKellar.
ance on rods ln stock Will trade some 5™*^° ™
home farm, where he continued ig76 ship John T Berry
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sullivan and sumed his position as clerk in Has
shot guns and deer rifles. H H CRIE I3 R “ . ®
‘ n ri
broad avenue cut through the forest..' to build until 1853. In '54 he began
.hip Lm P Burges.
Freda Moody, Charles Stimpson. & CO, Sporting Goods Dept , Rockland ;
ApP’y to F
children Barbara and George have { kell & Corthell's store.
115.120 *-lOT, Thomaston.
118—ti
Behind rose the Titan forest trees; in to launch his vessels from the present ibsi ship Jos b. Thomas
and
Marion
Wallace
were
ln
charge
removed here from Houlton and are I
APPRENTICE
wanted
at
Vogue
Beauty
GOOD
HORSE
for
sale
at
a
bargain.
front
ebbed
and
flowe
dthe
river.
On
O'Brien
yard
on
the
south
bank
of
1882
cyniTtv^k.'nVid
Miss Josephine Wentworth is in
of the High School assembly Friday Ehoppt. Call evenings after 7, 84 PARK. Fine looker, gentle, fearless, nice drlvoccupying the house on Lawrence
119-n: ! Ing horse, wt 1.000 Had record of 2 12
This year in Thomaston tonnage j morning. A program was presented 6T.
avenue owned by William J. Robert-, Boston on a business trip. Enroute either hand were two wings of build- ’be Georges near the bridge,
as 2 yr. old. Also harnesses, rubber tired
A list of his vessels which we thing to the amount of 6.490.000 new meas- consisting of: Scripture reading by —
home
she
will
visit
her
mother
in
ings.
nine
houses
in
each
wing,
the
rt?.!!
1
buWV »M°h etc E E. THORNDIKE,
son. Mr. Sullivan is employed as a
for guaranteed Burr fruit trees finest Tri 9iQ9 Rncicn<»rt
no 191
has never been published is
'
Lebanon.
in the country Good pay. Ask BURR II1.?192
______________ 119-121
urement.
has
been
built
chief
<'
[
Virginia
Wyllie:
tap
dance.
Ruth
guard at the State Prison.
lows
:
Il9*lt
RICH dark loam for sale, for flower
which is the monster ship Edward Starrett,
accompanist
Christine Manchester Conn.
A stated meeting of Orient Lodge.' 5iis» Madeline Fogg has employ _ [mansion of the general for its star! lows:—
CASH for old magazines. TEL 1222 gardens and lawns: also gravel for drlve1F23 Brutus
O Brien of 2157.13 tons new measure- Jones; vocal solo. Jeannette Overlock,
117-119 w»)'s »nd fillings Tel. 23-W WILLIAM
F. A. M. will be held tonight. '
ment in New- York city.
1824 Ed Ward
—„„„ „
3---------—---- -- ---- - - ANDERSON. 48 West Meadow Rd
Gen. Knox made his home, and in
Sophronia
ment. When launched she dragged a . accompanied by Verna Robinson; voDRY Hard Wood wanted. TEL 25
119-121
The last meeting of the Garden
Mr. and Mrs W. D. Heald are
William
45 South Main St
117-119 ,-------------------------------------------------■ Montpelier'' dispensed his princely 1825 Waldo
4200
anchor
through
the
fields
cuti
cal
duet,
Freda
Moody
and
Virginia
Club for the season will be held spending a few days in Boston.
WASHINGS
wanted
to
do.
21
LISLE
,
W
°
RI
£
HORSE
t°
r
sale,
cheap,
set
Mary Ann
hospitality. A hundred beds were
ntv
lic.iiG double harness, trade for cow, wood or
ting a furrow five feet deep in the Moody, accompanied by Virginia STRFP-r
Thursday at 7.30 o'clock at the home
Jesse H Bate$ has completed his
Asia
o.rer.e.1. vuj.
““ hens C. F PRESCOTT City
..........
..
119*120
often made. Twenty horses kept for 1826 Franklin
ground and tearing a swath of large [ Moody; original story by Constance
GOBLETS, wine glasses, tumblers and
of Miss Margaret G. Ruggles. There
and resumed
Harriet
the use of guests. A whole tribe of
KELVINATOR Electric ReJ tlgerator.
glass dishes wanted. 50 years old; colored
trees in its passage to the riverside. Jenkins; songs by the school.
will be a question box and each memmanagpr
thp &p
on
1827 Thomas
1 Edward
glass lamps and old dolls. P O. BOX for sale. MRS PERCY MILLER. 20 So
Indians entertained for a month, and
Maine
Over 5000 people witnessed the J
117*119 Main St, Tel 605-W
118-120
725. Rockland.
ber is asked to put in subjects she ...
Packet
Union
High
School
girls
will
com

hither came Louis Phillippi and Tal- 1829 Florida
,, ,,
,
,
j
Main street.
launch and the day was a holiday in
---------------------------------------- HOUSE Trailer
for sale $60 TEL
would like to hear treated another
pete this afternoon with Warren High
Mexico
386-11.
118*120
year, suggestions for a flower show, as
^r- and Mrs Frank L- Kennedy *c-'ranuThomaston. Her length over all is
1830 Franklin
...
,
,
,
4
.
School
girls
in
a
game
of
soft
ball
1
♦
j
TURKEYS, for sale, alive, dressed or
Henry Clay
275 feet and her mainmast. 90 feet 1 here.
1
well as any question she would like have returned from a motor trip to
Business Enterprises
1 baked
W S LOTHROP. (Thorndike1831 Robert and Roland
points of interest in Canada.
in height. She has the longest keel ' The Crescent Temple, P S. will j
I vine 1 Route 2. Union
1832 Ea OBrlen
to have answered.
vu rtiiux wcce vuuuul
Ann
of any wooden ship ever built except]
"
CHESTER White Boar, for sale. 2 yrs.
Mr and Mrs. Harold F. Dana and
Wallace Thompson of Saco spent similar wholesale scale.
1R3C Jane
SIX-ROOM house to let on Temple Sow 2 yrs, each about 500 lbs , sow now
the Great Republic built in East Bos- meei Pnda-V- SuPPer t0 Precede the
sons John and James returned home (the weekend with his mother, Mrs. brick built vessels, erected mills, 1834 Georgia
St
Inquire
LAWRENCE
MILLER.
Milwith
pigs. 175 (or the two delivered wlth1834 Splendid
ton. by Donald McKay. As is cus- mee””8 will be served under the ler's Garage, phone 692-M
117-tf In 10 miles Two litters will pay for
Sunday from a two weeks’ motor trip Percy Luce.
4
Sophronia
farmed the land, was a merchant,
Also a spring Hampshire ram.
tomary with the O'Brien ships she d*rec”on of Mrs. Shirley Bowley
Esle
SMALL hested roeht. to let with bath both
to Florida and Mr. Dana has reMr. and Mrs. Ralph Collins mo- lumberman and shepherd! His en 1835
heavy fleece. 813. If taken at once Also
1836 Hector
py-S-RA P FOLEY' 1 Maso,Uc St,;8^2, Thompson strain of White Plymouth
ls
quite
plain
and
will
be
coppered
in
and
^
rs
Oehtfude
Weaver.
Nevih
sumed his duties as cashier of the toreci Sunday to Pemaquid Beach.
___ *
*
1
Rnrlf
terprises though a wonderful factor 1837 Grecian
Rock rr.nstprs
roosters, inrv
very true to foen,
form, nralnV.
weigh
A special meeting of the Past
Liverpool.
FURNISHED apartment to let. all 1 8 to 1C lbs . 84 ROSE HILL FARM. OwTs
Thomaston National Bank. They
1838 Jefferson
Frank Winchenbach who has been in the upbuilding of Thomaston, 1839
modern,
hot
water
heat.
FLOYD
L
Head.
Me,
Tel.
292-R.
116-121
Bu: our pen grows weary and we <jrand and Past Noble Grands Asso- SHAW. 47 No. Main St
Eliza
were accompanied on their return
U9tf
employed by W. D. Heald in his radio ruined his estate which after his 1340 Monroe
BARGAIN In small pigs. 4 and 5 weeks
fear our readers wish we never had ( c’afion of Knox and Lincoln Countrip by Mrs. Dana's parents. Judge repair department the past five and death ’r 1806 was Pro'ed insolvent.
THREE furnished rooms for light house old; call and see them; also Glenwood
Madison
keeping
to
let.
with
private
bath
Ap

1841
Clarissa
visited
old
Thomaston.
Of
her
State
|
”
es
held
Friday
night
at
the
range
with new coll
PETER ED
and Mrs. James A. Pulsifier of
ply 65 NORTH MAIN ST
118-tf WARDS. 271 Limerock St. Tel. 806-J
1842 St. George
Prison,
huge
quarries
and
kilns
we
,
home
of
the
president,
Mrs.
Con1843
Bk
Elliot
Auburn.
so great that fences, colonnades and 1844 Bk Pario
MODERN 6-room apartment to let at
118-120
may write another time. Our sketch stance MacPhail. Owl's Head. Sand- 58 Warren street. Best of repair, rent
Fred Jealous and David Harkness of the Maine Music Company in many of the other beauties of the
Bk Ellis
FIFTY apple barrels for sale Used
reasonable. Apply L. A. THURSTON.
Rockland
in
the
same
capacity.
Louisa Bliss
has been hasty as our visit was short.' wiches, cake and coffee will be served. Tel. 1159 Rockland.
119-121 CI!ce: cheap; plenty cider bbls. Vinegar
of Pittsburg. Mass., have returned to
place had to be removed. It is now a 1845 Bk
Bk Thomas 4 Edw
- - ------ ------------------------------- — _ L9c. SIMONTON. Rockville
117*119
[ If however there is anything of inMr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills accomBowdoin College after spending the
John Wilson has emplojment in thing of the past and the last de- 1846 Pk Ftankiin
COZY furnished house to let. all mod----------- ------------------------------------------------ern. hot water heat Available middle of
SEDAN AUTO, for sale ln good conPercy
terest
to
our
readers
in
this
article.
,
panied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Percy
Miller
weekend with Mr. Jealous' parents, Saco.
scendant of Knox has gone to eternal
October at 5 UNION ST
117*119 dltlon. gnat bargain. Call at 19 Spruce
Lucy Ann
,
.
S—7- St . Tel 1108-W EVELYN McKUSICK
1847 Ship Mary and Adeline. 637 tons our purpose will have been served.
of Waldoboro visited Stanwood Park
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel F. Jealous.
Joel Keyes Grant Circle Ladies of rest,
FOUR-ROOM apartment to let Partly
118*120
1848 Bark Patrick Henry. 442 tons
furnished. If desired. Reasonable rent.
----------------1 Sunday in Farmington.
The Baptist Circle will meet in the tlie O.A.R. will hold a beano party
The War
MRS ETTA BENNER. 213 Main St .
WINCHESTER 44 15 Shot, for sale: also
The above list we obtained from 1
NORTH HAVEN
Officers elected Friday at Warren Thomaston. Tel. 11-13.__________ 117*119 32 H k R revolver HAROLD DEAN. 441
vestry Wednesday afternoon when 1 Thursday night at the home of Mrs
Cf 1812 influenced the cessation E E. O'Brien, esq, and comprises the I
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated aparU 9Id County Road
117*119
------Ledge, I.O.O.F. were: Noble grand.
officers will be elected. Supper will Roxie Whitehouse. Membors will
ment to let at 15 Summer St
MRS '
.
i
i
be served at 6 o'clock, with Mrs. take articles for prizes. An extra from shipbuilding which at this time smaller craft the vessels being with [ The Sisterhood held Inspection [ Charles Overlock; vice grand. George FROST Tel 318-W
117 tf
TWO STOVES for sale: also artsquare
----------- 1------ ;----------------------------------- and other household furniture. 12 GAY
Edith Kilborn as chairman and in prize will be given to the person who had begun to be one of the chief in- the exception of those otherwise Night Friday, having as guests, Mrs. I Buck; recording secretary, Emerson
FIVE-ROOM furnished apartment, to ST call afternoons
117*119
teres-te of Thomaston. But with the designated small brigs and schooners.
Newton Q{
|w
{jnancial secret
let MRS PERLEY MILLER. Tel 605-W
the evening there will be an informal scores the greatest number of times.
USED CARS for sale
R O. CHUB20 So Main St.
118*120
peace cf 1815. came renewed enter- ranging in tonnage from 75 to 225 grand chiff and Mrs
pQss of ?ercy R Bow,ey. treasurer char]es
ri HAVF
BUCK.
WalHAVE .a small
small cottage at n,
Hosmer
doboro Harry Rogers, Agent.Southliasna
program
Norman Marriner. a student at the prise in this direction, which under tons.
Auburn
v<)ung.
E Q
Ponu to let. (or beano parties, dinner ,-------------------------------------------------------118
Mrs. Cora
Mrs. Susie Newbert,
‘
?vvMiPPmr, bZ,d?y„or we<,k- EDWIN A
PAPER PRESS, lor sale, (or baling old
From the Custom House we obtain 1
Orne and Miss Eliza Whitney at-1 U. of M, passed the weekend with the master hands cf such men as
the courtesy of Herman Crockett the second trustee. Joseph Robbins; third DEAN. Tel 671-J. City.__________ 116-121 paper etc Capacity- 150 lb bales. Apply
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mar Edward O'Brien and Capt. Sam'l the following list of his ships, the
APARTMENT,
to
let.
unfurnished*
i
OFFICE.
113-tf
tended the card party in Grand Army ■
visitors enjoyed a motor ride about J trustee. Edwin Gammon. Installariner.
central location; bath; oil heat; garage
Watts has made Thomaston one of tennage of which approaches an avhi»H, Rockland. Friday afternoon
exchanged. Apply to MISS .
FARM for sale Good bulldthe island.
tion will be conducted Friday by the Belerencea
References
ANNIE F.reYE, 14 summit
118*120 ^DL^^'S^ton^al^^^O
under the auspices of the Auxiliary' '^le Earm Bureau meets today at the foremost shipbuilding towns in erage of 2000 tons:
Mrs. Nellie York is making a week's i Strict deputy. Emerson W Perkins,
cf the Sons of Veterans. Another Megunticook Grange hall. The meet-! ”>e United States. Tne population 1850 Ed aBrlen
toSfe<t°^tD14fl MASONtC^ST '?t ' UVllS
APPLES on trees, for sale Cider and
visit with her daughter in Camden.1 Refreshments will be served.
_----------------- —---------------------winter apples, very cheap. TEL Rockpartv is to be held Wednesday at the in8 w’U be ln charge of Mrs. Emelyn increased from 801 in 1.90 :o 3.00 in
Vesper
FIVE ROOM, all modern, heated apart- land 793-W. after 4 p m.
109-tX
After a ten-day stay with Mr. and
Mr and Mrs Clarence Spear moi Rriric.ee and fho ci.hienf will Ko
o BrienSmith
same place.
[Bridges
and tne subject will be Po- 182$- Old Thomaston became too 1856
1857 Mary
s Emerson
Mrs. Herman Crockett, Dr. N. K. |tored 9”nda5r to. Castine and Ban- before ' winter ’romer*8 Apply' MENS I „HJWTH°RNE HOMESTEAD~T7nanfa
Miss Margaret O. Ruggles enter- ’a’°es Many Ways." Dinner will be 1.arge “ lts clUzens ’hought and was jjm Mary A Campbell
SHOP, corner Main & Park Streets
Harbor v 1 age, for sale. 9-room house,
[Wcod of Boston returned Saturday gcr'
divided into Thomaston. South and
Creighton
in tf Ane COD<iitlon. lights, bath, living spring
tained at luncheon Saturday, her served at noon at a small charge
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis, ac ——————------- ------------------ ULii In cellar Large lot. shade trees, etc.
East Thomaston, the latter of which 1863 Ea o'Brter,
j to Rockland, and yesterday accom
SINGLE HOUSE, to let. Rockland S’. . : Prlc£ attractive
GRANVILLE BACHguests being Miss Marcia Farwell of
At the meeting of Freeman-Her- in 18-Q changed ,u name t0 Rock 1866 Andrew Johnson
garage. Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rockland ELDER. Tel. 16-12. Tenant s Harbor
panied friends to New Hampshire, companied by Mrs. Chisie Trone mo St
Wm A Campbell
Rockland. Mrs. Caroline Elliot, Mrs. rick Auxiliary last night supper was Iand and becamc a city
111-tf
118-tf
1869 John Brvee
Mount Washington being or. the iiin- tored Sunday to Farmington, where
COZY, furnished five-room houa^f to
! 1870 A MeCullum
Margaret Farwell and Miss Nellie served with Mrs. Minnie Luce, chairthey visited Stanwood Park.
let.
on
Spruce
Head
Island,
available
!
erary.
1874
Alldr.
Among Illustrious Names
Farweli of New Orleans. Mrs. John man Beano was enjoyed
1875 Belle O'Brien
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Flint of Wal Sept. 8; suitable for summer cottage or
Mrs. Lillian Hopkins returned Sat
year-round dwelling; rent very reason- I ?
Creighton and Miss Rita C. Smith. I Qtis Cole hafi renUd
Qn
Of the nation beside that of Knox 1877 Baring Brothers
doboro were callers Sunday at the able TEL Rockland 793-W after 4 p m.
f
Alex Gibson
urday from a visit with her daughter,
♦
The women from New Orleans are Majn #treet recently yacated by A who belong to this aged place, may 1878 Frank T Curling
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Spear. ________ _____ _________________ 106-tf
1879
J.
B
Walker
Mrs
Reed
in
Stafford
Springs.
Conn,
be noted the poet Grenville Miller, 1881 Gen Knox
THRFE apartments, to let. two fur- I
enroute from a two months' tour
Twenty-two from the local Baptist nlshed and one unfurnished. Good con- ' ROCKLAND Radiator Works. 70 Park
D. Coose ahd will move his Sand
and her son. Gerald, in Boston. Th?
Senator Ruggles, Lucius H. Chandler. 1882 Eg OBrlen
abroad, which included visits to Eng
Church attended the quarterly meet dltlon. rent low F L. SHAW. 47 No. Stieet; we specialize on auto radiators
wich Shop there at a later date.
Main St.. TEL 422-R
118-tf only; new radiator fruariint«? wsth
Jonathan Cilley. whose death in the
Since in '58 he sent to sea the latter accompanied his mother home
land Scotland. Iceland (as far north
ing of the Lincoln Baptist Associa
UPSTAIRS tenement, to let; low price every repair job New and used radia
as the ice barrier.), Norway. Sweden. I A- E- Whitehill of Bangor has been sacj <juei wjth w.n. J. Graves created Campbell, owning every timeberhead j ^or a wccks visit.
119*121
tion Friday at the Wiley Corner Bap rent, flush closet, lights. LAWRENCE tors. drive In (or estimate
Russia. Germany and Ireland.
j spending a few days in town.
so great a stir in political circles not of her. it was his custom to own en-! Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beverage and
MILLER. 692-M. Rankin St, City.
NOTICE—I will be responsible (or no
tist Church St, George.
___________________ _______________ 118-tf bills contracted by my wile Thelma
One more car is needed to convey
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Oliver of Rock- many years ago. the gifted Wm. J tirely each of his ships, there being Herman Crockett were among those
future
CLINTON
A large delegation of K. P.s from
Large furnished room, to lei. with Shll-les ln the
1937
the Girl Scouts to the State Rally in land are guests of their son-in-law Farley, Gen. H. G. Berry, John but one exception we believe to this , from here who attended North Knox jjnox Co ,
bath. $4 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park BHIBLES. Bar Harbor, Sept. 25.117*119
Lewiston Saturday. If someone is and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holmes. Edward O'Brien. Samuel rule and that was in the case of his Fair.
i,, X
°U? 1
ea c
y
corge St, Tel. 330.
118-tf
pianos, uprights, (or sale, or to
Watts and the legal light of our own last ship the Edward O'Brien, a six-I Mrs Ring of Eddington Ls guest oL,h
gran*^te' *uard' w111 attend , chanlc
- ^---r
~ let at 38 Me letUSED
Four room
tenement to
interested in the organization would j Thurston,
the season. Phone ua. Rockland
WJ 8 kenniston
------'teenth of which he presented to his he^sister mJs. S5L Beverlge
'
invention Friday in I^wiston. lanie St. MRS ™
. 980. (or
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
176 Main St Tel 874-W
118-tf
be willing to contribute this need, i
Eleanor Dougherty, student Present- Hon- A p O°uld118-tf
Supreme Chancellor Jones of SanSTEAM
heated
office
to
let,
central
please notify Mrs. Richard O Elliot at the U. of M. was home for a weekIn 1770 thc rc:ord of shiPPin8 >*- friend Dr. J. B. Walker,
SPENCER CORSETS. Individually de
Mr. and Mrs. Blackington of Rock Francisco, will be present.
location. Tel. 133
118-tf signed
S
WOLCOTT,
Tel.
Camden
571
end visit
! R*ns with the launch’nS of a sloop.1 It is impossible within the space of
before Friday evening.
land have been visitors for a week
FOUR-room apartment to let, all
__ _______________________ 115-120
Miss Raychel Emerson is recovering
name and tonnage unknown, which : this hasty article tb dwell at satisThe Friendly Club will meet with
j modern Apply at Camden it Rockland
RADIO reception noisy! weak or lad
Mr. and Mrs Warren Merchant
Water Co , Tel 634_______
n8.tf
was built in what is now Warren, factory length upon the history of at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse from influenza.
Mrs. Margaret Stewart and Miss Jes
ing? Have your tubes tested with latest
and son Robert have returned from From this small beginning has come this remarkable man to whom Thom- Brown.
scientific tube tester. Free ol charge at
Miss
Adelaide
Cinquars
and
Miss
sie Stewart at 7.30 Wednesday night.
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Tel. 708
112-tf
a fortnight's stay in New York.
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse and Alice Cinquars and father of Dexter,
what wonderful results! In 1803 the aston owes so much. He was essenA special collection will be taken for
PATRONIZE YOUR
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
were
callers
Saturday
on
friends
Ormond Staples, a student at the Fredonia 206 tons was built in War- tially the carver of his own fortune i daughter, Marjorie left yesterday for
accordion lessons at your home. $1.
Christmas work
C. A. LUNDELL. Friendship.
112-tf
New London, N. H. here, enroute to Rockland to attend
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Dillingham , u- of M- 6Pen’
weekend at his ren. In 1787 a small vessel was built [ Until 1839 he made his own models I a brie^ visi’
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches,
and daughters, Mrs. Ralph Nevers!hotne here and also called on his by Elisha Snow in South Thomas- and was his own masterbuilder. A Enroute they visited friends in a football game.
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
liver S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames
and Mrs. Richard McClintock of j sister Miss Ruth Staples in Rockland. ton, of which he went master, and proof of his mechanical skill is Springvale Rev. Mr. Huse being a
bury St. Rockland. Tel 958-J
118-tl
This
week's
specials
at
Lindsey's,
trustee
of
Nasson
College
in
that
with
this
vessel
begins
the
shipping
evinced
in
the
almost
perfect
model
Spokane Wash, went to New York
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
Who
is
ready
to
serve
you
Watts
Block.
Thorr.'ston
includes
work, palntlnz ol all kinds. Call A W.
history of the southern part of thc of his ships. Their sailing qualities town. The return trip will be made
city Saturday after a few days' visit
Ava S. Glidden
GRAY, Tel 8533
118-tf
Friday.
Brown Beach Jacket;, reg. $6.50
365 days in the year
with Mr. Dillingham's sister, Miss
Ava S. Glidden, wno aiea suddenly town. In 1799 Rockland began to were recently shown by ship J. B.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Mrs. Julia Beverage has been values, at $5.—adv.
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ciders
Anna Dillingham.
Accompanying guncjay morning at his home on manifest an interest in maritime af- Walker, Capt. Wallace, which took
Silsby’s Flower Shop
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
them as far as Portland was their gpring street, was born in Chester, fairs by the building of a sloop which from San Francisco the largest cargo elected superintendent of the Sun
118-tf
TEL. 318-W
“Hew much will a fortnight s holi
brother George Dillingham, who had March 3, 186g. fiOn Qf James and was owned by W. Spear and M of grain ever shipped from that port day School; Herman Crockett, assist
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
NOTICE
Dexter.
—about 3300 tons sailed to Liverpool ant superintendent; and Virginia day in Paris cost?" asked a man of
The Selectmen of Warren hereby give
been here meantime
Flora (Archer) Glidden but had lived
notice thatlOOtf
they will receive sealed
Probably the first vessel ever built and returned, making the entire Beverage, pianist. Lucy Ames is sub his friend. “I don't want to spend too
Herbert E. Newbert and Leroybids for the purchase of the real es
in this town for the past 15 years. within the limits of the present town veyage in B'L months. The S. Curl
tate
formerly
owned by Samuel Peters
much
—
a
second-class
hotel
will
do
Wallace were in Marblehead. Mass,
POULTRYMEN
Mr. Glidden leaves his wife and of Thomaston, was the sch. Mont ing has made frequent trips from stituting for Mrs. Katherine Duncan
in the Town of Warren
Bids to be
if
it's
good,
and
second-class
fares."
on a recent business trip.
opened
Saturday.
Oct 9. 1937. at 3 p m
one daughter, Mrs. Sidney Seed of pelier. 110 tons, built by Gen. Henry New York to Liverpool in thirteen as secretary and treasurer.
DAIRYMEN!
The
right
ls
reserved
to
reject
any or
“
Oh
I
should
think
you
and
your
Members of the Half Hour Read
all bids.
Constance Carver was in Rockland
Providence.
The consumer-producer owned
Knox and named by him in honor oi j and fourteen days. Of all the fleet
wife could do it nicely on twentyEdwin E Gammon. Elbert L. Starrett.
ing Club are reminded that the first
Co-operative invites your inspec [ Clarence F Peabody, Selectmen.
He was affiliated with the Episco his home. This was in 1803. In 1804 , Mr. O'Brien informed us the Alida yesterday on business for the church five peunds."
of thc month is already here and
tion of its new Grain and Feed
119-120
of which she is treasurer.
pal Church .and was a member of H. Rogers also built for thc general J was built the sharpest.
“But I’m going alone.”
Storereading |for 417? winter resumed.
NOTICE
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse and
Tlie peculiarity of the O'Brien vesOffering you United Farmers and ! U. S. District Court
“Then it will cost you at least
The date of a meeting will be an the Lewiston Lodge, B.P.O.E, Au the brig Quantabacook 140 tons and
Maine District.
Elmore Quality Feeds at substan
nounced at which time all dues and burn Gran8e- and was als° a National in this year there was shipbuilding in (-els are their light spars and large daughter, Marjorie, were dinner forty pounds."—Sarnia
Canadian
September 21, 1937
tial savings. Also poultry equip
guests
Friday
night
at
the
Inn.
La

Rockland
and
South
Thomaston,
a
]
tonnage
capacity.
By
the
“
scraped
Observed.
fines will be payable and a social j Oran8er.
Pursuant to the rules of the District
ment. Pikgards, Hen Specs, Hel i Court
of
the
United
States for the Dis
evening enjoyed.
1 1716 funeral wU1 be held from the ship, name unknown, of 200 tons be- [ streak." a broad streak destitute of ter a social evening was spent at Nebo
mets, etc.
trict of Maine, notice ls hereby given,
Lodge
with
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Crockett,
ing
launched
within
the
limits
of
the
paint
running
from
stem
to
stern
that
Stuart
C.
Burgess
of Rockland, ln
UNITED CO-OPERATIVE
Mrs William J. Tobey returned , residence, 25 Spring street, WednesTruck covers, spray hood3, canvas
said Dlftrlct. has applied for admission
FARMERS, INC,
home Friday after spending a few, da5-' at 2 o'clock. iRcv. E, O. Kenyon present city. This was the first ship about her side, the O’Brien ships are Dr. Woodman, Mr. and Mrs. Brag- of all kinds. Power machine stitch
as an attorney and counselor of said
NEW COUNTY RD.
TEL. 1144
District Court.
don, Lloyd Crockett and Miss Virginia ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn
days in Boston.
| of Rockland officiating. Burial will built in the vicinity. In 1805 Gen. known as soon as sighted.
109&lll*Thl26
JOHN F KNOWLTON Clerk.
Knox built the sloop Quicklime of 93
Edward O'Brien at the age of Scales,
ing Co., 16 Willow St,
The annual meeting and election be In Mountain cemetery.
118*120

THOMASTON

of officers of Henry Knox Chapter,
R.A.M.. will be held Friday night in
Masonic hall. Refreshments will be
served.
Miss Gladys Dixon of Portland has
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Philip H.
Newbert for the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Leavitt of
Whitinsville. Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Chapman of South Windham
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creamer of
Orffs Corner were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Thompson.

OLD DAYS IN THOMASTON
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Mrs. John F. Cooper is visiting
Col. and Mrs.' Kenneth P. Lord at
■The Moorings.' Port Clyde for 10
And How It Is Being Affect
days.

EAST UNION

The American Home

Enjoy the Taste-Thrill
oS Fine Tea

Those who attended Knox Pomona
Grange last Saturday speak highly
of its session with Ocean View
ed By the Sino-Japanese
The Rockland Farm Bureau will
Grange in Martinsville.
Conflict
hold a public card party at its hall I
George Merrill died
suddenly
on Mountain road at 7.30 Wednesday'
Monday morning at the home of
Long
duration
of
the
Sino-Japan

Mrs. Parker Page, Mr. and Mrs evening.
Hartley Watts where he had resided.
ese conflict will be keenly felt in
Parker Starrett and two sons of
Mrs. Ascher Jacobs and grand
It takes fine tea to make fine tea.
Portland were dinner guests Sunday I Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lake were America, for China supplies materials
daughter. Thelma Farris of Pleasant
in
New
Hampshire
and
Massachuof Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Starrett of
that play an important part in
ville were callers Monday at Edwin
SALAD A TEA excels in flavor —
setts over the weekend, visiting Henry j .
. _
. . , . . .- ...
Thomaston.
American home and industrial life,
Hur.tley's.
Ford's Wayside Inn at Sudbury.
in aroma — in color — in every test
_____
| according to a bulletin from the
As is her custom, Miss Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Snow are spend
McKnight
brought a message of
William
McDougall
of
MiddleborWashington,
D.
C.,
headquarters
of
ing the week in Worcester, Mass.,
of fine quality.
cheer and helpfulness to the Sunday
where they are visiting itheir sons, ough. Mass , was a recent guest at the ,he NatiOnal Geographic Society,
School pupils at the latest session.
home of his niece, Mrs. Raymond
..Tne electric light in your home
Carl, Sidney and Richard Snow.
Hoch
Mr. McDougall will motor may
„^de with a filament of
Mrs. Robert Kearly and children
who have been visiting her parents at
The Four B's had the first meet through Maine and New York States ,ungsten of which China is the
Miss Eleanor S. Tibbetts was hon ing of the season Saturday night, before returning home.
j, hief source. Your daily newspaper
Mars Hill, have returned home.
ored at a delightful luncheon Sun when they went to the home of Miss
------| may be printed with types alloyed
Mrs. Martha Young passed the
....... ........... , „.................
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Peaslee spent wUh chlnese antimony
Your
day night, at her home on Claremont Betty O'Brien.
Games provided a
weekend at her Pleasantville home.
street, the occasion observing her 21st happy tlme and refreshments were Monday in Augusta'
I favorite chair is likely to be finished
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson were
birthday. Her guests were Miss Helen served. The next meeting will be
with quick-drying varnish containing
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Mur
Mrs.
A.
S.
Littlefield
was
hostess
.
Korpinen. Miss Ruth Ward, John held with Billy Tait.
Chinese tung oil. and your feet may
ray Whalen in Rockland.
to Shakespeare Society last night at
Mazzeo. Natarlo Mazzeo and Vaino
rest on a carpet woven of Chinese
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Watts after a
the first fall meeting. 27 members i
Johnson. The hostess was the recipi
wool. You may tidy up for dinner
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight, re
brief visit among relatives have re
being
present.
"King
Richard
11
”
,
...
.
,
.
.
__
ent of many lovely gifts.
H
with soap containing Chinese sesame
turned Sunday from Boston and
turned to Charlestown, Mass.
was read, Miss Caroline Littlefield ' oil, clean your teeth with a tooth- '|
! New York. In the latter city they
Miss Shirley Morton went Sunday
Miss Betty McAlary of University were
by Mr and jjrs. Fred . presented an excellently prepared .. brush
------ of chinese brlsUes. climb ,nt0 .,
to
Bangor where she will assume
of Maine visited at thc home of her j w G]over and Dr and Mrs jOhnipaper' her subJect being For How bed under a blanket of short staple J
j studies at the Beauty Culture School.
parents on Talbot avenue for the <
T^g,. of charlotte, N. C.
jArt Thou a Kin8. and By Fair , Chinese cotton, and go to sleep on a
Mrs. Margaret Grassow of Hope
weekend, and had as guest her room- j
_____
j Sequence and Succession. Mrs. Mau- ! pUIow stuffed with down from Chi418
spent the past week with her daugh1
rice
Lovejoy
read
interesting
commate. Miss Jane Treadwell.
nese ducks.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. French arc
] tive policies, a more positive and tcr- Mrs Gretchen Payson.
------'spending the week in Southbridge. ments on the play "Richard II.” The
girl and young woman in this country '
Dried Eggs in Your Bread
militant leadership to enhance its in---------1
Mbs Phyllis Beane, who has-been i Mass , where they are visiting at the leader was Mrs. Arthur Orne.
“ Next morning at breakfast you under twenty-five. Such importa-,
fluence before men wander too far further discuss the pitfalls to be
employed at the Rockland Photo home of Mr. French's sister, Mrs.
find that the conflict in China has tions from China in a recent year j Educational Club Finds It1 afleld lockW elsewhere for com- avoided to insure further successes
Studio, has left for Wellesley, Mass. Henry Beverage.
PLEASING STATISTICS
_____
invaded your kitchen. Tea from reached a value of six million dollars.
and greater numbers attending
to resume her work there.
*
r .l r
n
petent guidance.
Among
Catholic — De"Of high strategic value are the
Which Tell Story of a Prosperous China is no surprise, but the bread
At the next picnic members will church.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Cross (Eveline
Recreation Season For Maine
for your toast may have been made imports of tungsten, antimony, and
Miss Dorothy Ayer of Greenflelr, Snow) of Guilford, spent the week- j
plores Protestant Laxity
-----with eggs either frozen or dried in tin. The United States does not have j
Mass., was the guest of Dr and Mrs. end with Mr. and Mrs. Israel Snow
As New Englands summer recrea- shanghai. Sausage for breakfast an adequate domestic supply of any
J. A. Richan over the weekend. The Mechanic street.
So gripping and full of universal
tion
season turns the corner into may have come in casings shipped by of these metals. From China, world's I appeal was the discussion on church
Richans also had as a guest their
fall, reports to the New England I the barrelful from Chinese ports. chief tungsten producer, comes most , problems engaged ln by the Educadaughter. Miss Winola Richan. home
Mrs. Eleanor Libby is a surgical pa
Council
s Recreational development
“Othf,r items of Amerlcan diet af of that vital alloy to make electric, tional Club at its recent Thomaston
from Skowhegan.
tient at Knox Hospital.
fected by conditions in China are i lamp filaments or harden other picnic, that it proved difficult to
committee from all branches of rec-,cardied ginger practica!ly
of
Ralph Hanna and family of Hal
Mrs. Margaret Ames has returned reation industry reveal that this which bears a Chinese trademark on ! metals into surgical instruments, switch members to any other topiclowell visited in Rockland Saturday. to Brockton. Mass., after spending 1
For a Limited Time We
, magnets, electrical apparatus, or cut even to local current gossip.
year's business has not only returned fat round Jars; walnuts, of which ting tools; antimony, from Hunan
Are Offering Our Handsome
Catholics are conceded to keep up
the summer in Rockland and at
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Bay of Ash
to pre-depression levels, but has sur- China supplies about half of the pr0Vjnce jor tbe preparation of stor- church attendance and their leaders »
New
Spruce Head.
United States' imports, oil of cassia
Point have moved to a new address—
passed them.
medicine, do take frank outright positions on »
Hollywood Steam
,
and licorice, which are used as flavor- 1
4A Auenida Suite No. 3. Guatemala
Mrs. Jennie Bowness and son Harry
Transportation figures show sains
»
ing; cassia, the bark
City. Guatemala, C. A.
of Lowell. Mass., are guests of Capt in all fields—18 percent increase in
Oil Permanent for
ground into spice and used
I Carl Bowness.
passenger revenue on the Boston &
name of ‘Chinese cinnamon;'
Miss Eleanor Gray, who has been
Maine Railroad. 10 percent on the
employed at the Bancroft School, at ‘ Misses Catherine Chisholm and Ncw Haven and 7 percent on the pepper mustard seedOwl's Head, left Monday to take a Rose Flanagan came from Gorham Boston & Albany Enrollments at &nd edible oils used for
And a Second
Normal School to spend the weekend '
and glrls- camp ranged from in^
m^ing butter
position in Boston with Dr. Merrill.
at their homes in this city.
J fl
t0
nt hi her than last su^h as peanut oil. Only
Permanent for
I
'.. .
....... _
cades ago an American
Miss Margaret Albee returned Sun
1 year, with the result that thc Bos
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Morey, had as
introduced the peanut
day from a brief visit with her parton & Maine carried 13 percent
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Leman Albee in | guests Sunday. Mr and Mrs. Charles
c
rs
gnd China, and now that country is the flaxseed, which furnishes iinseed oil average church program is in its ap-18
Ashville. Miss Albee and Miss Doro- ! Keith. of Waterville.
.he
J5
Tbp second most important source of for putty, paint, linoleum, oil cloth, plications too narrow and far from , 8
thea Young were delegates from Knox ,
—airlines report gains of 36 percent. peanut oil imported into the United and patent leather making.
adequate, as it lacks helpfulness in i
Hospital Alumnae Association to the
Mrs Ernest Pike of Lisbon Fa Is vs
flllthoritlM rpnortpd tha. States.
"Dramatic climax to the list of points men most need, daily practi310 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, UPSTAIRS. OPP. TIIE STRAND
Federal authorities reported that
convention of the American Nurses' thp «uest for
week °f Mrs. E. B.
More Chickens Than Chinese
China's exports to the United States cal moral issues which confront them
, 3 592.CC0 persons entered New Eng
Richardson.
Association in Portland.
"Most important item of the China- ! ‘s a sma» and significant item, still, from Monday to Sunday. The popland from Canada from June 1 to
Mrs. Ethel Gonia entertained mem Sept. 6. an increase of 6.4 percent to-America food trade, however, is produced in defiance of Safe-and- ulace is so preoccupied with bread
E. B. Richardson who had his vaca
the egg. a major money crop worth Sane-Fourth campaigns and sad ex- ana-butter difficulties that it is un-j
bers of Corner Club and other guests cver la"'
tion from the J. A. Jameson Com
Increased demand for acconimoda- almost two million dollars annually, penence_ fireworks. Ail the larger able to think through abstract busiat cards Friday, honoring the birth
pany's store last week, spent it in
day anniversary of Mrs. I. J. Shuman tions is indicated by reports from real There arc more chickens in China imported firecrackers are from China r-rs anti political mix-ups in morals,
company with Mrs. Richardson and Gifts and a decorated cake were pre- estate agents that both sales and renA person often admits. "I do not
than there are Chinese. China is although Japan leads in the proson Floyd in Madison, guests of Mr. sented the guest of honor. Lunchtor summer property increased, the world's greatest egg exporter, duction of rockets and Roman know what to think nor how to
and Mrs. Henry L. Hall.
vote; When the pulpit proffers no
eon was served at the close of the
that prices were better. Tele having almost a monopoly on supplies candles."
____________
: enlightenment where can he turn
game. Honors were won bv Mrs. Lizzie phone installations in recreational of egg yolk and egg white dried or
Miss Carrie A Barnard of Medford French. Mrs. Mlda Packard. Mrs. territories increased 15 percent.
frozen separately. In addition to We agree with that Indiana judge t°r hght except to "politicians who
Hillside and Mrs. C. M. Walker of Annie Collamore and Mrs. Nettie
State organizations present com- the use made of them in American who ruled that a wooden leg does not t,oni self-interest are often too ready
Swampscott are spending a few days Freeman
prehenslve views of large areas. Tlie bakeries and confectioneries, tbp bar a man from operating an automo- and t°° eager to guide or misguide
in the city.
_____
Maine Publicity Bureau in Portland, former is employed in tanning bile. It is wooden heads that cause the helpless seeker?
Just as John Wesley 100 years ago
Members and families of Oppor- in a complete statistical report esti- leather and the latter in dyeing most of the trouble—Exchange.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cuthbertson, tunity Class are to picnic at Holiday mates "a record year for Maine."
declared the Devil had had those'
cotton cloth, thickening ink, surfac
lively turns long enough and pro-1
daughters Neva and Patsy, and Mrs. Beach, Thursday Oct. 7. with Mrs
The Council's travel investigations ing paper, and making photographic
MICKIE SAYS—
ceeded to introduce the violins' i
Cuthbertson's mother Mrs. Patter- Alice McIntosh, hostess. Those at- show an increase of 14 percent in
Discover Yourself
plates.
THE ECONOMY AND COMFORT OF TRAVEL BY TRAIN
sprightly airs into dirge-like Sunson, have gone to Mr. Cuthbertson's tending will leave the Baptist toll-payers on the
Bath-Carlton
"Although tank steamers seek
cay
services,
all
to
the
glory
of
God.
|
old home in Amherst. Nova Scotia, 'church at 6 o'clock, taking sand- Eridge in Maine; visitors at Acadia Chinese ports in the Yangtze valley
THIS MAY MCTT BE THE
so the number increases today of.
LARGEST TOWJU IU THE LAUD,
for a week's visit.
wiches. if not solicited, and dishes. National Park in Maine totalled to tap the world's main supply of
BUT
A
LOT
OF
PEOPLE
LIVE.
such as are convinced that profes
I the hostess to serve coffee. Mrs. Eda 290.188 this year as compared with tung oil, and bring back millionHERE, AMD THEY ALL
sional "politicians" too have long
The marriage of a popular young Post and Mrs
Winiamson 278.129 last year. Gasoline sales for
Go Friday, October 8 or Saturday, October 9
SPEMD MCWEV, AUD THEV
dollai cargoes, the United States is
enough held the monopoly of interest
Rockland girl to a University of are in charge of transportation.
the six States gained an average of
Returning—Leave Boston Any Train up to
AUREAP
THIS
WEWSPAPER*
not entirely dependent on China for
in pioblems in government to which I
Maine student is to take place in
11 percent.
€0 IF YCU V/AMT SOME
9.30 P. M. Tuesday, Oct. 12
this important ingredient of paints,
the pulpit should turn its attention 1
OF THIS A4OUEV ADVERTISE
this city next Sunday. The brideMrs. Sumner Perry entertained
A wide variety of other sources
Tickets good in roaches on anv train except streamlined
varnishes, and waterproofing and
CUR.
columns
wiiheut fear of men's criticisms but;
elect is Miss Marjorie Bartlett. Itoocvik Club members at a picnic display the same trend. Summer
“Flying Yankee "—(CHILDREN 1-2 FARE)
insulating materials. In six southern
with full faith in God's wisdom. That
Ask Agent For Details
118-119
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Russell dinner and social afternoon Friday theatres reported capacity houses. I 77.7"
77
7"
°"
.
.
. , ,
. . States tung tree plantations last yi
is no surrender to Satan of any ex
Bartlett—a graduate of Rockland at her cottage at Crescent Beach.
with Ogunquit and Lakewood in1
supplied one-sixtieth of our tung oil
clusive field such as "politics" which
High School. 1936. and now employed
Maine, and Dennis on Cape Cod
needs.
Mr.
jand
Mrs.
Israel
Snow
are
if everywhere advance but no re
having
record
seasons.
The
Goodall
at Alfrcda Perry's dress shop. The
"Furs, for which China annually
treat.
bridegroom is Charles Low of Cam quietly observing their silver wed Worsted Company of Sanford. Maine
collects the second largest bill from
Ill rebuttal. It was said the min
ding anniversary today.
reports 30 percent more visitors to
den.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
United States importers, supply
istry except ln the Catholic ranks,
their show rooms than last year.
American
coat
makers
with
several
had met mainly rebuffs and dismis
The Rockland Society for the Hard : The managers of the Home for
The reasons given by the Council's
IT'S THE GAYEST SHOW
sals when they had risked their po
of Hearing will hold the first meeting Aged Women meet tomorrow at 2.30 committee for the summer's unusual million weasel, lamb, kid. kolinski,
sitions by frankness. The ministry
of the season Thursday afternoon at with Mrs. Frank Fuller, 25 Talbot record include: The resumption of and sheep skins. One of the fur
THAT EVER LAUNCHED
is conceded to be 100T above such
2-30 at the Central Maine club rooms. avenue.
fulltime vacations with pay increased trader's best friends is the Chinese
dog.
66.0C0
of
which
in
one
year
aspersions
and
only
shrink
from
rec

A
PAIR OF LOVERS I
A cordial invitation to attend Ls ex
------! advertising and publicity, unseasonMr. and Mrs. Lewis D. Albee of fb]y warm Weather. longer weekends gave their thick dark coats to keep
ognition of human likelihood to err
tended to anyone interested.
in seal ill-timed, ill-placed, ill-di
Florida and New Jersey are visiting attributable to the shorter working Americans warm.
"Second only to India is China’s
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robishaw. relatives in this city.
rected. It was granted the Catholic
, week and improved transportation
share of soft kid and goat skin im
Church ably leads the way; also uni
who spent the weekend visiting friends
i facilities and highways.
Mrs. Walter Libby of North Ber
ported to make dainty slippers and
versal agreement that the church is
and relatives in this city, left Sunday
fine gloves. A by-product which
thc highest and best instrumentality
morning for their home in Pough wick is the guest of her niece. Mrs.
Charles Lake.
supports a major industry is bristles
for good indispensable, that it is
keepsie. N. Y.
of the lowly North China hog, which
v.-crlhv a broader field in construeMrs. John Whalen has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rokes have
Americans use in brushes for every
CAMI)E\
returned from a motor trip which took from a visit in Boston.
purpose—hair and nail, shaving and
them first to Chicago, where they ac
paint. The stiff white tips are steril
WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE
Miss Mary Wellman went Sunday
companied their son Nelson, who is
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
ized and bleached for tooth brushes.
Total Awards $125.00
entering tlie R.C.A. School for a to Northeast Harbor, where she will
Another by-product in which China
course in radio and telegraphy. Go reside with her mother, Mrs. Charles
leads is feathers for bedding.
He’d Gamble on Anything,From Horses . .. To Love!
ing by way of the Mohaw k Trail, they T. Manchester.
"Both cotton and wool are im
BARTON MacLANE and ANN SHERIDAN
spent flve days in Chicago visiting the
ported from China because the ori
IN
The Womans' Society of the Con
stock yards, the Marshall-Fieid store
in
ental varieties are suitable for wool
“
WINE,
WOMEN
AND HORSES”
gregational Church will meet in the
(the largest department store in the
carpets and light cotton blankets.
church
parlors
Wednesday
at
3
world) and the Planetarium, one of
"American women promote a rich
THURSDAY
four. They went to Cherry Valley o’clock.
trade in musk for making perfumes.
and to Buffalo, N. Y„ crossing the line
Of human hair, since queues becamc
Mrs. Velma Marsh of Broad street,
for allay in Canada. Proceeding to
unfashionable in 1911. China has had
was hostess at a beano party Friday
Washington. D. C„ through the Allealmost a world monopoly, exporting
night, sponsored by Edwin Libby Re
ghanies they went to the White
almost two million pounds annually
lief Corps. Those winning prizes
TWO COMIC CARTOONS AND
House, the Smithscnian Institute and
to the United States. Chinese women
were, Mrs. Delilah Cunningham. Mrs.
all government buildings open to the
NEWS
at home In huts or cottages or
Jasper Rawley. Mrs. Ellen Knowlton.
public, inspecing also the Arlington
crowed city shacks make filet and
Mrs. Bernice Hatch, and Mrs. Gladys
ADDED ATTRACTION
and Mount Vernon cemeteries. They
Irish laces, or huddle over spiderTHURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Thomas. The third party, in a series,
arrived home Saturday night, well re
Special
Edition
Entire
American I-cgion Convention At New York—
webby drawn thread embroidery and
will be held this week Friday, at the
paid for their long journey, and in
The Most Thrilling Film of Any Convention Ever Flashed On Screen
michoscopic
cross
stitch
design
for
home of Mrs. Susie Karl. Oak street,
traveling 2800 miles did not see one
export to America.
under the direction of a group in
accident.
NOW
“LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA”
“In linenless and practically table
charge of the miscellaneous table at
PLAYING
with PAUL MUNI
less rooms, their embroidery or ap
in
thq corps fair. Mrs. Inez Packard
No Advance In Prices
plique dresses up linen and durable
is chairman, assisted by Mrs. Blanche
grass cloth into towels, doilies,
Shadie. Mrs. Beulah Larrabee. Mrs.
Help end it quicker—rub Elizabeth Murray. Mrs. Nellie Mc
luncheon cloths, and tiny napkins
Shows: Matinee 2;
throat, chest and back with Kinney. Mrs. Frances Pierce and Mrs.
for homes in the United States.
Evg. 6.30, 8.30.
TEL.
TODAY
font. Saturday
Enough of their handerkerchiefs
Karl. The annual harvest dinner
Shows at 2.00, G.30, 8.30
2.00 to 10.30
409 “SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST”
Rockland
Tel. 892
VAPORUB
alone are imported from South China
will be held Thursday with serving
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
in a single year to give one to every
from 11 to 1.30,

OClETY

AUDI
TEA,

New England s favorite for nearly half-a-century

Church Leadership

j

TWO PERMANENTS

FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

$4.00

$1.00

1

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

$5.50 ROUND TRIP from ROCKLAND

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

COMIQUE

Deanna Durbin

l“100 Men and
a Girl”

Sonja Henie

Caught a Cold?

“Thin Ice”

|
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FIRE PREVENTION WEEK-1937
BY THE PRESIDENT OE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS more than ten thousand lives are lest each year as a result of fires in the United States;

and

BE “WIRE
SAFE”
Make Sure There is No De
fective Wiring In Your

Home

Phone Today For Safety

WHEREAS the property loss from fires in the United States in 1936 was more than $260,000,000, a
marked increase over the loss in 1935; and
WHEREAS this upward trend in the devastation wrought by fires can be corrected only through the
earnest effort of everyone; and
WHEREAS is has been customary for the President of the I'nited States to request public observ
ance of Fire Prevention Week in an effort to bring home to every citizen a realization of individual
responsibility in the movement to curtail losses of lift and propel ty from preventable fires;
NOW. THEREFORE. I. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT. President of the United States of .America do
hereby proclaim and designate the week beginning Oct. 3« 1937, as Fire Prevention Week and invite the
active co-operation of all our people in the elimination of fire hazards and the prevention of fire w-aste,
to the end that human life may be safeguarded and the national prosperity increased.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set n.y hand and caused the seal of the United States
of America tc be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this eighteenth day of September, in the year of our Lord nine
teen hundred and thirty-seven, and of the Independence of the I'nited States of America the one
hundred and sixty-second.
(Seal)
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEA’ELT
By the President:
Cordell Hull.
Secretary of State.
Spare for this proelani ation is contributed by

E. C. MORAN CO.

"You Ring Me—I Wire You"

425 MAIN ST.

» « e $

ROCKLAND

TEL. 98

FRANCIS HAVENER
TEL. 370

305 BROADWAY

ROCKLAND, ME.

MCDOUGALL LADD CO.
ROCKLAND AND CAMDEN

NO FEAR OF
WINTER’S FIRES

Place Your Car In

Heated
THEN ONLY INSURANCE IS OF AVAIL!

Fireproof Storage
At Reasonable

We are glad to ?o-oparate in calling attention to
Fire Prevention Week. Most helpful in safeguard
ing Lives and Property.

Monthly Rates

Many fires, however, originate from causes be
yond the control cf property owners. Then only
Insurance is of avail.

Be Sure You Get Certified Wiring
FIREPROOF

BEFORE THE FIRE

GARAGE

The Houses We Wire Are Fire-Safe

ROCKLAND, ME.

HOUSE-SHERMAN ,NC-

INSURE TODAY

ARTHUR L ORNE, INC.

OUR WIRING IS CERTIFIED!

GENERAL INSURANCE—SURETY BONDS
417 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1042-W

LIVE STORAGE $7.50

ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
M2 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

LIVE STORAGE WITH SERVICE
$10.00

PHONE 7ZI

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
SPECIALIZED LUBRICATION

,

LOW DAILY COMMERCIAL
RATES

PERFECT SAFETY
No binfuli of Anthracite was ever
known to expiode.
AUTOMATIC HEAT
WITH ANTHRACITE
Keeps sleeping room, at the even
tempt rature that is good for tiny
tots.

HAVE YOUR HOME

FIRESAFE

HELP PROTECT OUR CITY
In common with cities throughout the Nation, Rockland is making a determined
stand to cut down losses by fire. Local insurance men, the Rockland Fire Depart
ment, and interested citizens are co-operating to make Fite Prevention Week, Oct.
3 to 9. memorable in results achieved. I urge the active support of all citizens.
Van E. Russell,
Chief Engineer

NINE RULES OF FIRE PREVENTION
More fires in dwellings

M.B.&C.O. PERRY

519 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 487

start from defective chim

neys than from any other
cause.

Make sure that your match is out
before throwing it away.

ed regularly and repaired when
necessary.

Extinguish the last spark of your
cigar or cigarette before throwing it
away.

Avoid using kerosene, benzine or
naphtha for cleaning purposes.

Take care lest dry waste or oily rags
accumulate in some out-of-the-way
corner of your house.

You

Build your rubbish bonfire where
there is no danger of spreading and
watch it until it is out.

should have them looked

Have your electric wiring inspect

Are your chimneys in

good

condition?

Keep your heating system and
chimney in perfect working condi
tion.

I? IR IT ••

Remove the
Hazards ol Loss By *
Fire Prevention Week
again emphasizes the neces
sity of reducing fire haz
ards. First, by exercising
every care to prevent fires
in forests, homes and busi
ness districts. Second, by
depositing
valuables
in
safety deposit boxes rent
ing from $3 a year. They
insure absolute protection
against fire loss.

Put Your
Valuables In a

SAFETY

DEPOSIT
VAULT

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ROCKLAND

Keep an Approved Fire Extinguish
er always at hand.
Keep matches beyond the reach of
your children and your children
out of reach of fire.

after now!

NEVER TAKE A CHANCE WITH FIRE!
Apply

FIRST LINE OF

FIRE-SAFE SHINGLES

DEFENSE—YES—

But—Should
W. H. GLOVER CO.
AGAIN WE SUGGEST—PLAY SAFE!
For generations this firm has preached the gospel of
adequate insurance in reliable companies!

Play Safe!

COCHRAN, BAKER & CROSS
40fi MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Dealer In

BUILDING

MATERIAL

Including
ALL KINDS OF LUMBER
BRICK, SAND, CEMENT, LIME,

FIRE-SAFE SHINGLES AND
ROOFING

They Be Late?
No fire is dangerous if discovered
and quelled promptly but—comes
the exceptional case with delay.
Be Safe. Insure Today.

CLARENCE F. JOY
TEL. 882

ROCKLAND

Prepare Fully Today Against the Greatest Threat to
the Farm Home—Fire!

BE SURE YOU ARE PROTECTED
Phone Me Today For Details

M. F. LOVEJOY
INSURANCE (ALL FORMS)

140 TALBOT AVE.

ROCKLAND

TEL 1060-J

